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1.0 INTRODUCTION

• The “Supplies Exhausted” marker is placed on the
Supplies Exhausted space of the Turn Track.
Deep Space - Echo Quadrant 3H-8 - The fully
loaded commercial freighter T.C.S. Brown, its seven-member • The “Specimen Wounds” marker is placed in the 0 box
of the Specimen Wounds Track.
crew in suspended animation, is making the return run to
• The “Life Cycle” Marker is placed on the Stage I box of
Earth. In the cargo hold lies Dr. Viktor, also in suspended
the Specimen Life Cycle Track.
animation, and the mysterious specimen containers that
• One of each of the Flashlight, Wrench, Sonic Driver, and
came on board with him. Awoken from their slumber to
Hand Welder tool chits are placed on each
repair the damage caused by a meteor collision, the crew
TOOL LOCKER on C DECK.
discovers to their horror that Dr. Viktor has been killed and
• Place the two FIRST AID KIT markers in the INFIRMARY
one of the mysterious specimens has been let loose as a
box on B Deck.
result of the damage...and it is a life form that will stop at
nothing to survive. The seven astronauts have only the tools • The Specimen pawn is placed on the "Bowels of the
Ship" box on the Specimen map.
and resources on board to subdue and kill an organism
never before encountered. An organism that evolves quickly • The Three "Junction Closed" markers are placed on the
"Junction Closed" box of the AIR VENT Section.
into a nearly-unstoppable predator. Now, a simple repair
• The meteor has struck the ship on the CARGO HOLD
job becomes a desperate struggle for survival.
TWO section. The Specimen Player rolls a die to
determine the damage. On a 1-3 a "Light Damage"
marker is placed on the CARGO HOLD TWO section.
On a 4-6, a "Heavy Damage" marker is placed on the
CARGO HOLD TWO Section.
• Both Players shuffle the 15 Collision Strategy cards
from their respective decks and each player draws 5
cards for their initial hand.

3.0 SEQUENCE OF PLAY
2.0 GAME SET UP

• Place the Specimen Screen on the Screen Line with the
Crew charts facing toward the Large Ship map.
• Place all seven Crew Pawns on the HIBERNATION ROOM
Section.
• Place the seven Crew CHARACTER cards on their
matching Crew boxes of the map.
• Place The "Turn" marker on the One box of the
GENERAL RECORDS Track.
• The "Surviving Crew" marker is placed on the Seven
box of the General Records Track.
• The "Pod Status" marker is placed on the Un-prepped
Box in the ESCAPE POD Section on the FLIGHT DECK
• The "Self-Destruct" marker is placed on the Off Space
of the Self-Destruct track.

A game turn consists of two phases; the Action Phase and
the End Phase.
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3.1 ACTION PHASE

The Action Phase is divided into 4 rounds. Each round
allows each player to take one action. Actions include
playing a card as the event, playing a card for Action/Crew
points, or passing.
The Specimen player ALWAYS goes first.

3.2 END PHASE

Several game functions are checked in the End Phase.

4.0 TERMINOLOGY AND
ABBREVIATIONS
Action Points: Also called (AP). The points that each
player may spend to move the Crew or the Specimen and
perform actions during an Action round. For the Specimen,
these are found on the upper left hand side of the Crew
Strategy cards. Each Crew member has 4 Action points
when fully healthy, and 2 Action points when wounded.
Active Player: The player taking an action during his
part of the Action round.
Combat Card: Also called (CC). May only be played as
the Event during the combat phase. These cards will affect
the ensuing combat, usually by providing a die roll modifier (drm).
Crew Points: Also called (CP). The points that the Crew
player can spend to activate the Crew for action. These are
found on the upper left hand side of the Crew Strategy
cards. It normally costs one CP to activate one Crew
member for action.
Die Roll Modifier: Also called (drm). A number that
is either added or subtracted to the die rolls that occur
during the game.
Strategic Movement: Also called (SM). This type of
movement allows a Crew member to move to any Section of
the ship regardless of their starting location.

5.0 SPECIMEN ATTRIBUTES
SPECIMEN ATTRIBUTE #5

POLARIZED CARBON CELL STRUCTURE

The Specimen has a unique cellular makeup
that absorbs radiation. This cancels all Crew
Tracker Search drms. The Specimen will still
show up on successful Tracker rolls.
EBL FILE: Viktor_7RJ1L4

1 ATTRIBUTE POINT

The Specimen Player secretly selects three Attribute cards
and places them face down on the attribute boxes of the
game map.

5.1 ATTRIBUTE POINTS

The Specimen player has THREE (3) attribute points to
spend on his attribute cards. Each Attribute has a cost
indicated at the bottom of the card. The Specimen player is
free to take any combination of cards as long as they don’t
add up to more than three points.

5.2 ATTRIBUTE CARDS

The SPECIMEN must end up with three Attribute Cards, even
if some of them cost zero points each. Any unused points
are lost. Attribute cards cost either three, two, one, or zero
points.
NOTE - The rule of thumb is the higher
the cost, the better the attribute. Going
with 3 one-point attributes will give you
a specimen with three average attributes
(still tough to kill, but average).
Similarly, going with 1 three-point
attribute and 2 zero-point attributes will
give you a Specimen with one amazing
attribute. The Specimen Player is free to
choose however he/she wants.
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5.3 ATTRIBUTES & THE SPECIMEN
LIFE CYCLE

6.2 SHIP SECTIONS

EXAMPLE - A Two Point Attribute
wouldn't be available for use in the
game until the Specimen reaches Stage
Two. A Three Point Attribute wouldn't be
available for use in the game until the
Specimen reaches Stage Three.

BRIDGE - A Crew member that starts an Action Round on
the BRIDGE will be watching the ship's monitors for any
sign of the Specimen. The Crew Player receives a -1drm for
all Search rolls for that round. This modifier is not applied
to any decks that currently have no monitors due to
Specimen Event #13 or Attribute #13.

NOTE - This represents the idea that as
the Specimen evolves and matures, it
acquires new and more deadly abilities.

CARGO HOLDS ONE & TWO - All Search Rolls have
a +1drm due to these rooms’ large size and poor lighting.

Some Room Sections have special features or functions.

The Attributes chosen are not available for use until the
Specimen's Current Life Cycle is equal to or greater than the AIRLOCK - Used to eject the Specimen from the ship
using the Air Duct Attack (12.0)
number of Attribute points the Attribute costs.

5.4 ATTRIBUTE 21

Attribute #21 FASTER EVOLUTION is available for use at the
beginning of the game, if chosen. This is the only exception
to rule 4.3.

6.0 GAME COMPONENTS
6.1 GAME MAP

The T.C.S. Brown is an R-Class Cargo Freighter. It is
comprised of twelve separate sections that are on four
decks of three sections each.

COMPUTER ROOM - When in the Computer Room, a
Crew Member may attempt to access the computer system
and increase the Crew Player's Hand size for the next turn.
Only one Crew Member may be in the Computer Room at
one time.
CREW & OFFICERS QUARTERS - Each section
contains a Tool Locker.
CREW MESS
ENGINE ROOM - Contains the Self-Destruct System.
ESCAPE POD - The Crew may escape the ship using the
Escape Pod. The Pod only holds THREE people, and may
not be launched until it has been prepped and all surviving
Crew members are on board. To prep the pod, it costs 2APs.
HIBERNATION ROOM - All Crew members begin the
game in this location.
INFIRMARY - A Wounded Crew member is healed if they
spend one entire Crew Action Round in this section without
Moving, Searching, Repairing the ship or Combating the
Specimen. The Infirmary also contains 2 First-Aid Kits.

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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ACCESS LADDERS - These ladders allow the Crew and
Specimen to move between decks. It costs 2APs to use an
Access Ladder.

HEAVY/LIGHT DAMAGE MARKERS: Used to
indicate what type of damage is currently in a Room Section. The 1" pieces are for the Main Map and the smaller
pieces are for the Specimen map.

HEAVY
DAMAGE

LIGHT
DAMAGE
HATCHES - These hatches allow the Crew and Specimen
to move between room sections on the same deck. It costs
1AP to move through a Hatch.

GOO MARKERS: There are six GOO markers in the
game. They are used only if the Specimen takes the Excrete
Goo Attribute. Place a 1" Goo Marker on the main map
when Goo is discovered in a Room Section. The smaller
pieces are for the Specimen map.

GOO
AIR DUCTS - These ducts allow the Specimen to move
quickly from any Room Section with an Air Duct symbol to
any other Room Section with an Air Duct symbol. Air Duct
movement may only be used when Specimen Event #16 has
been played or if Specimen Attribute #19 has been chosen.

EMP

6.3 PLAYING PIECES

CREW/SPECIMEN PAWNS: Each rectangular
marker is placed in a plastic stand (sold elsewhere). The
front and back of each image is purely aesthetic, and has
no bearing on game play. The flat counters are used on the
Specimen map. The Tracker image on one side indicates
that this Crew Member is carrying a tracker.

1

TYLER

6.4 GAME MARKERS

EMP MARKER: This marker is only used if the
Specimen takes the Walking EMP Attribute. Place the EMP
Marker behind the screen close to the Specimen Map.
Follow the EMP rules in section 9.9.

1

TOOL/FIRST AID KIT MARKERS: There are eight
tools in the game. One each of the Wrench, Driver, Welder,
and Flashlight begin the game in the tool lockers in the
Crew and Officer Quarters Sections. There are two First Aid
Kits located in the Infirmary. If a Crew member picks up
a Tool or First Aid Kit, place the corresponding marker on
their Character Card to indicate this.
T.C.S. BROWN 102168

-1SEARCH DRM

There are many Game Markers provided to record events
and modifiers throughout the course of the game.

YR47J ILLUMINATION GENERATOR
BRIGHTNESS: 2000 LUMENS
BATTERY LIFE: 120 HOURS
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

1
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT MARKERS: This equipment
enters play through Crew Events. The Special Equipment
includes: Electric Prods, Tracking Units, Nets, Pistols,
Flamethrowers, and EVA Suits. If a Crew member picks up
or is assigned special equipment by the event, place the
corresponding marker on their Character Card to indicate
this.
T.C.S. BROWN 102168

+3 COMBAT DRM

MODIFIED FLAME THROWER
PROPELLENT: NITROGEN
FUEL: TX2-Y PYRO GEL
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

2
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

MASCOT MARKER: The Mascot marker is used when
the Specimen Event "MASCOT LOOSE" is played. Place a
1" Mascot Marker on the main map when the Mascot is
discovered in a Room Section. The 1/2" piece is for use on
the Specimen map.

SPECIAL INTERFACE MARKER: This marker is used
when the Crew Player successfully activates the computer
system. Place this Marker on the top of the Crew draw deck
as a reminder.

SPECIAL
INTERFACE
0903
BONUS COMBAT DIE MARKER: The Crew player
receives this marker during the END PHASE if they play
Event #11 "How bad is it?" or Event #28 "Are any of us
going to survive?" successfully. The Crew player can use
this marker to receive a bonus die to roll in any ONE round
of Combat, for any Crew member. The Crew player would
announce that they are going to use the Bonus Combat Die
Marker during the "Play Combat Cards/Reveal Attributes"
Phase of Combat and then roll an extra die for the next
round. The Bonus die does not carry over for any
subsequent rounds of Combat.

BONUS
COMBAT DIE

MASCOT
MAP EFFECT MARKERS: These are used to indicate
which Decks are affected by the Specimen Events. The
Monitor and Lights markers are placed on the main map in
their boxes on the left side of the affected deck. The other
markers are placed inside the affected Room Section.
Several of these markers have 1/2" pieces that can be
used on the Specimen map.

THE SECOND CHANCE MARKER: The Crew player
receives this marker at the beginning of the game. It is
placed with the Crew side facing up on the board. At any
point in the game, the Crew player can use this marker to
re-roll any ONE roll of his or her choice. The roll chosen can
be either a Crew, Specimen, or END PHASE roll. The new
roll result replaces the old one. The marker is then flipped
to the Specimen side and the Specimen player now has the
Second Chance. Once the Specimen player uses the Second
Chance it is removed from play. The Second Chance may
never be used twice during the same Action Round or End
Phase.

SECTION DOOR
MALFUNCTION

THE SECOND CHANCE

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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GAME MARKERS: These markers are used to track
7.0 STRATEGY CARDS
various game functions. At the beginning of the game these The Strategy cards are the engine that drives the game. All
markers are placed on the main map as indicated in rule
game actions are initiated using these cards. During the
section 2.0.
Action Phase, a Strategy Card may be used in different
ways by each player, but may only be used in ONE way at
CURRENT
SURVIVING SPECIMEN
a time.
-CYCLE
LIFE
COLLISION
CREW
WOUNDS
3
Crew CP

GAME
TURN

STAGE

JUNCTION CLOSED MARKERS: These markers are
used during the Air Vent Attack (13.1.) At the beginning of
the game these markers are placed on the Junction Closed
box of the AIR VENT Section on the main map as indicated
in rule section (2.0.)

JUNCTION
CLOSED

or
Specimen AP
Value

Event Name

“Weʼve got to repair the damage.”

Event Effects

All Crew activated. They may spend all APʼs
on Movement and then conduct a free REPAIR
roll this round. No Search rolls are allowed
this round.
1

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

EXAMPLE - It's Crew Action Round One.
The Crew player has Strategy Card #1
Each Crew member has their own Character Card. In the
"We've got to repair the damage" in his
top right hand corner of each card is a colored box with a
hand. He may play it as the event or for
number from one to seven. The number indicates the Crew the 3 Action points that it's worth, but not
member's rank. The lower the number, the higher the rank. both.
The bottom of each card lists the Crew member's Character
COLLISION
3
Points, as well as Search, Repair and Panic Values. When
NOTE - This requires each player to dea Crew member is wounded in combat, their Crew Card is
cide how to play the cards in their hand.
flipped over to its Wounded side. The reduced values on
What is more important, having a specific
this side are now used for this Crew member until they are event happen or moving on the board?
healed or die.
Since you never know when you will get a
“Weʼve got to repair the damage.”
specific card again, this is a critical part of
3
game play. All Crew activated. They may spend all APʼs

6.4 CREW CHARACTER CARDS

on Movement and then conduct a free REPAIR
roll this round. No Search rolls are allowed
this round.

Event

Second Ofﬁcer Palance
Date of Birth
24-11-76
1ST Assignment
2nd Assignment
Current Assignment

4

Sex
Male
T.C.S. CAMERON
T.C.S. FINCHER
T.C.S. BROWN

2

1

Navigator
2nd Ofﬁcer
2nd Ofﬁcer

ACTION | SEARCH | REPAIR | PANIC

4

Permanently
Removed
Indicator

1

First Aid/Healing
Event

Card #

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

Combat Card

Each Strategy Card has one or more symbols located at the bottom in
the white area. These symbols identify the type of Strategy Card.

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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The Crew Player may use the cards in one of four ways:
Crew Points (CP), as a Combat Card (CC), for Crew Strategic
Movement (SM) or as an Event.
The Specimen Player may use the cards in one of three
ways: Action Points (AP), as a Combat Card (CC), or as an
Event.

7.1 CREW POINTS

7.4 CREW STRATEGIC MOVEMENT

The Crew Player may move any Crew Member or Members
(depending on the AP Value of the card) to any Section of
the ship regardless of their starting location. It costs Two
CPs to activate one Crew Member for Strategic Movement.
A Crew Member may take no other action (Search, Repair,
Combat) during the Action Round in which they use
Strategic Movement.

A Strategy Card may be played to activate the Crew to move
and conduct actions on the board. The number on the upper
left hand side of the card (2 - 4) is the number of Crew
Points (CP) that may be spent that round. It normally costs
one CP to activate one Crew Member for action.

7.5 PASSING

7.2 COMBAT CARDS

7.6 COLLISION & MONSTER DECKS

During the combat phase, before any die rolls are made,
each player may play any Strategy cards that are Combat
cards. These cards will usually provide a die roll modifier
(drm) to the ensuing combat. To play a card as a Combat
card, the player simply places the card face up on the table
and announces that he is playing it as a Combat card. After
the combat is concluded, any Combat cards are placed on
the discard pile. Any card with the "Remove after play"
symbol on it is permanently removed from the game when
played as a Combat card.

7.3 EVENTS

A Strategy card may also be played as the Event listed on
the card. To do so, the player announces that he is playing card as an Event, and all instructions on the card are
carried out. The card is then placed on the discard pile. Any
card with the "Remove after play" symbol on it is
permanently removed from the game when played as an
Event.
Unless stated on the card, if all conditions of the Event
cannot be met, the Event cannot be played.

Either player may pass instead of playing a card. If both
players pass consecutively during an Action Round, the
current Action Phase ends immediately and the End Phase
begins.

Each player has his or her own deck of 45 Strategy Cards.
At the start of the game, only the 15 yellow COLLISION
Cards are used. During the DRAW CARD PHASE of turn Five
or the turn when the first Crew Member is killed,
whichever comes first, add the red MONSTER cards to the
game for both players. Add all discards and undrawn
COLLISION cards to the MONSTER cards and shuffle before
dealing.

7.7 SPECIMEN ACTION POINTS

A Strategy Card may be played to activate the Specimen
to move and conduct actions on the board. The number on
the upper left hand side of the card (2 - 4) is the number of
Action Points (AP) that may be spent that round.

8.0 CREW ACTIONS

Once activated, each Crew Member may move or perform
actions up to the Character Action Point (AP) limit listed on
their Crew Card. Any unused Character Action Points are
lost at the end of the round and may not be carried over to
future turns.

EXAMPLE - Crew Card #16, "Tyler comes up
with a plan," can only be played as the Event
while TYLER is still alive.
© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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NOTE - Some Crew members have better
chances of successfully using the
computer than others. Captain Tyler has
the best chance, since he has the highest
clearance and the most experience using
the system. The rest of the crew's chances
go down by rank. So, First Officer Gibson has the next best chance to succeed,
while Second Engineer Booth has the
worst.

8.1 ATTEMPT TO ACTIVATE THE
COMPUTER SYSTEM

The Shipboard Intelligent Surrogate in charge of Telemetry,
Environmental, Rocket (or S.I.S.T.E.R.) is the computer that
runs all of the major ship functions during the Crew's time
in hibernation.

8.2 MOVE FROM ONE SECTION TO
ANOTHER ON SAME DECK
It costs 1AP for an activated Crew Member to move from
one section to another on the same Deck.

8.3 PICK UP/PUT DOWN ITEM

It costs 1AP to pick up/put down an item.
Once per Action Round, an activated Crew Member that is in
the COMPUTER CORE Section may attempt to interface with
the S.I.S.T.E.R. computer system and obtain information on 8.4 USE TRACKING UNIT/FIRST
AID KIT
the Specimen (through increasing the Crew Player's Hand
Size). It costs 1AP to attempt to interface with the computer. It costs 1AP to use either a Tracking Unit or a First Aid Kit.
The Crew Player rolls 2d6, and consults the SISTER Chart.
EXAMPLE - WHITAKER is in the Computer Room
Section. The Crew player has WHITAKER
attempt to interface the SISTER computer. The
Crew player rolls 2d6 and gets a Ten. Crossreferencing WHITAKER and Ten on the SISTER
Computer Chart gives a result of 'Hand Size
Increased by One Strategy Card.' The Crew
Player would then place the SPECIAL
INTERFACE 0903 Marker on the top of the
Crew Draw Deck as a reminder. The next turn's
CREW Hand Size will be SIX cards.

Only one Crew Member may be in the Computer Core
Section at a time.

8.5 PREP THE ESCAPE POD

Before the ESCAPE POD can be launched it must be prepped
with food, oxygen and other consumable supplies as well
as being warmed up. To Prep the ESCAPE POD without
playing the Strategy event, The Crew player must spend 2
APs prepping the Pod. To do so, a Crew Member must be
activated in the ESCAPE POD. Flip the POD PREPPED marker
to its POD PREPPED side in the POD STAUS BOX on the map.
EXAMPLE - WHITAKER and BOOTH are the lone
survivors of the Crew. Both are in the ESCAPE
POD. Either of them could be activated for
movement and spend 2 of their 4 APs to prep
the ESCAPE POD. The Crew Player would move
the POD PREPPED marker to the POD READY
box. The Crew player can now attempt a launch
on any subsequent turn.

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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8.6 DESTROYING SPECIMEN GOO
OR LAIR

Crew Members that are in a Section that contains GOO or
the LAIR may attempt to destroy one of these things during
their turn. It costs 2 APs to attempt to destroy the GOO/
LAIR. The Crew Player rolls 2d6 and consults the LAIR/GOO
Table. If any of the Crew Members attempting this are
carrying a Flame Thrower, they add a +3 drm to the roll.

8.7 USE ACCESS LADDER TO MOVE
BETWEEN DECKS
It costs 2 APs to move up or down access ladders to move
between decks.

8.8 ATTACK THE SPECIMEN OR
CORPORATE SPY

It costs 2 APs for an Activated Crew member to Attack. The
Crew member or members must be in a Room Section that
contains the Specimen or Corporate Spy in order to be able
to attack. Once a Crew member or members attacks, any of
their unused APs are lost for the round.

8.9 MAKE REPAIR ATTEMPT

If Activated Crew members are in a damaged section of the
ship, they may attempt to repair the damage by spending
2APs in that Section. The Crew Player rolls 2d6, subtracts
any repair modifiers that are in effect as a result of Card
Events, Crew skills, and any carried equipment. They then
consult the repair chart. All repair results take effect immediately.
EXAMPLE - TYLER and GIBSON are in the
Engine Room. The Engine Room is marked with
a Heavy Damage Chit. TYLER has a repair
value of "One" and GIBSON has a repair value
of "Two." The Crew player rolls 2d6 and gets
a Five. They would then subtract THREE (TYLER
and GIBSON's combined repair numbers) from
the total to get a repair number of TWO. On
the Repair Chart, TWO indicates the "Success!
Flip Chit" result. The "Heavy Damage" chit is
flipped to its "Light Damage" side.

8.10 MAKE SEARCH ATTEMPT

Activated Crew members may attempt to search the Room
Section they are in by spending 2APs in that Room section.
The Crew Player rolls 2d6, and subtracts any search
modifiers that are in effect as a result of Card Events, Crew
card Listings, monitors and any carried equipment. They
then consult the Search chart. If successful, the Specimen
Player must tell the Crew player the following information:
a) Is the Specimen currently in the section that was
successfully searched? If yes, then the Crew player has the
option to attack. Play moves immediately to the COMBAT
PHASE if the Crew player decides to attack.
b) Is the Specimen Lair here?
c) Is the Mascot here (if currently in play)?
EXAMPLE - TYLER and GIBSON are again in the
Engine Room. Both have a Search Value of -2
and GIBSON is carrying the Flashlight, which
has a search modifier of -1. The Engine Room
has a +1 Search drm due to its size and poor
lighting. The Crew player rolls 2d6 and gets an
ELEVEN. he/she would then subtract FOUR
(-5 Search Modifiers +1 Room) from the total to
get a Search number of SEVEN. Consulting the
SEARCH CHART, a SEVEN indicates FAILURE.
The two crew members have failed to spot any
trace of the Specimen in the Engine Room.
EXAMPLE 2 - Same as above example. This time
the Crew player rolls 2d6 and gets an EIGHT.
The player would then subtract FOUR from the
total to get a Search number of FOUR.
Consulting the Search Chart, FOUR comes up
with SUCCESS. The two crew members have
succeeded and now find out if the Specimen,
Lair or Mascot are in the Engine Room.

NOTE - It is possible to make a
successful SEARCH roll and still have a
negative result, if the Specimen is not in
the Room being searched.

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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8.11 ACTIVATE/DEACTIVATE
SELF-DESTRUCT SYSTEM

9.0 SPECIMEN ACTIONS

NOTE - The Self-Destruct system may only
be activated after there are only three
Crew members left alive.

During most of the game, the Specimen is lurking in the
shadows, hidden from sight. To represent this, the
Specimen pawn is normally kept on the smaller map
behind the Specimen screen. Each turn, the Specimen
Player records the Specimen's hidden movements by
moving the pawn on this map from section to section.

To activate the Self-Destruct system, a Crew member must
be in the Engine Room Section. It costs 3 APs to activate the
system. The Crew player simply announces that this Crew
member is activating the system. (15.0)

8.12 ATTEMPT TO LAUNCH ESCAPE
POD

To launch the ESCAPE POD without playing the events, an
activated Crew member must be in the ESCAPE POD. It costs
3APs to attempt to launch. The Crew player announces that
this Crew member is attempting to launch. The Crew player
then rolls a 1d6. On a roll of ONE - TWO the Pod did not
launch and the player will have to wait until the next Action
Round to make another attempt. On a roll of THREE - SIX
the Pod successfully jettisons away from the freighter.

8.13 MOVING/ACTING IN
GROUPS

Activated Crew members can combine their skills for search
and repair attempts. After activation, simply state which
Crew members are going to work together. Every member
in the group must have sufficient APs to perform the action
being attempted.
NOTE - Combine Crew members to
increase your chances of success. Simple
math tells you that multiple Crew members have a better chance of succeeding
than just one. PALANCE, DOUGLAS and
BOOTH make an awesome REPAIR team.

A Strategy Card may be played to activate the Specimen
to move and conduct actions on the board. The number on
the upper left hand side of the card (2 - 4) is the number
of APs that may be spent that Action Round. Any unused
Action Points are lost at the end of the round and may not
be carried over to future turns.

SPECIMEN ACTION POINT COSTS

Move From Bowels of the Ship to Room Section †
Move From One Section to Another on Same Deck
Air Duct Movement ††
Use Access Ladder to Move Between Decks
Excrete Goo *†
Attempt to Damage a Room Section
Attack the Crew
Build the LAIR **
Emit EMP ¥

1 Point
1 Point
1 Point
2 Points
2 Points
2 Points
3 Points
3 Points
3 Points

† Not available after Specimen evolves to Stage III unless Specimen Attribute #19
COLLAPSIBLE SPINE chosen
†† Requires Specimen Attribute #19 COLLAPSIBLE SPINE
* Requires Specimen Attribute #9 GOO
** Requires Specimen Attribute #11
¥ Requires Specimen Attribute #13 WALKING EMP

9.1 MOVE TO/FROM THE BOWELS
OF THE SHIP

The Bowels of the Ship area represents the small access
passageways, nooks and crannies that abound in a ship of
this size that the crew is unable to adequately search. When
the Specimen is in this area, it is safe from harm and is
undetectable. The Specimen can move from the Bowels of
the Ship to any section that has an air duct symbol and vice
versa for the cost of 1AP. Once the Specimen moves out of
the Bowels of the Ship on Turn One, it may not move back
except by the play of several Card events.

9.2 MOVE FROM ONE SECTION TO
ANOTHER ON SAME DECK
It costs 1AP for the Specimen to move from Section to
Section within one Deck.

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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9.3 AIR DUCT MOVEMENT

There may never be more than 6 'GOO' markers on the
Air Duct movement may only be used when Specimen Event map at any one time.
#16 “I think it’s moving through the air vents and ducts.”
has been played or if Specimen Attribute #19
9.6 ATTEMPT TO DAMAGE A
COLLAPSIBLE SPINE has been chosen. For air duct
SECTION
movement to be possible, both sections must have the air
The Specimen may attempt to damage the Section that it's
duct symbol on them. It costs 1AP for the Specimen to use currently in. It costs 2 AP's to make an attempt. The
Air Duct Movement.
Specimen Player rolls 2d6, subtracts the current Life Cycle
NOTE - This means that the under certain
conditions, the Specimen can move to any
Air Duct Room Section of the ship from
any other Air Duct Room Section…
NOTE - the COMPUTER ROOM and the
ESCAPE POD do NOT have Air Duct access.

9.4 USE ACCESS LADDER TO MOVE
BETWEEN DECKS
It costs 2 APs to move up or down Access ladders to move
between decks.

9.5 EXCRETE GOO

Specimen attribute #9 allows the Specimen to excrete a
sticky resin-like 'GOO.' It costs 2APs to do so. The Specimen
player places a 'GOO' marker on the Room Section the
Specimen is in on the small map. When a Crew Member
enters this Section, the Specimen Player interrupts their
move by announcing that this Room Section has GOO in it.
A Large GOO marker is then placed on the main map.
All Crew members that enter a Room Section with GOO
must stop all movement. Any unused APs are immediately
lost and the Crew members must remain there until the
next Crew Action Round. It costs 2APs for a Crew member to
exit a Room Section with GOO in it to another section on the
same deck. It is impossible for a Crew member to use an
access ladder in a Room Section with GOO in it.
During the END PHASE, The Specimen player rolls a 1d6
for each 'GOO' marker in play. On a 1-3 the GOO marker is
removed and on a 4-6 it remains.

Stage, and consults the SPECIMEN DAMAGE SECTION Table.
NOTE - This means that as the Specimen
evolves, it will be able to damage the
ship more easily.
If a Crew member is not in the Section that is damaged, this
damage is not revealed to the Crew player until the END
PHASE of the current game turn or when a Crew member
enters this section.

9.7 ATTACK THE CREW

It costs 3AP's for the Specimen to Attack. It must be in a
Room Section that contains Crew members in order for it to
be able to attack. Once the Specimen attacks, any unused
APs are lost for the round.
NOTE - Specimen Event #29 OUT OF THE
SHADOWS allows the Specimen to attack.
This is the only exception to the Specimen
Attack rules.

9.8 BUILD LAIR

Specimen attribute #11 allows the Specimen to build a Lair
in one of the sections. It costs 3APs to do so. The Specimen
player places the 'LAIR' marker on its 'BUILDING' side on
the Room Section the Specimen is in on the small map. The
Specimen may take no other action this Round. For the next
Specimen Action Round, the Specimen must play a card for
Actions and spend another 3AP's in the Section the Lair is
being built. If the Specimen moves or becomes involved in
Combat (voluntary or involuntary) during either of these
Action Rounds, the attempt to build the LAIR has failed and
the Specimen must start over. At the conclusion of this sec-
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ond Specimen Action Phase, the Specimen player flips the
"LAIR" marker from its "BUILDING" side to its "LAIR" side.
NOTE - The LAIR may not be built in the
Bowels of the Ship. If the Crew destroys
the LAIR, the Specimen may attempt to
build it in another location.

9.9 EMIT EMP

Specimen attribute #13 “EMP” allows the Specimen to emit
an electro-magnetic pulse (EMP). If the Specimen player
chooses this attribute, they place the EMP Marker on their
side of the Game screen. It costs 3APs to emit the EMP. The
Specimen player flips the EMP marker to its RE-CHARGING
side, and announces that the EMP has been emitted. All
Monitors and lights on the ship are out. They can be
repaired during the END PHASE as normal. S.I.S.T.E.R. is
also shut down for the current game turn, canceling any
bonus cards or combat dice for the Crew. All trackers are
also disabled for this turn.
During the END PHASE of the turn during which the EMP
was emitted, the Specimen player rolls a 1d6 and consults
the EMP Recharge Table. If the result is success, the
Specimen has naturally built up enough energy to emit
another pulse. The EMP Marker is flipped back to its top
side, and the Specimen can emit another EMP beginning
next turn. If the result is failure, then the Specimen has not
recovered enough to emit an EMP. The Marker is not flipped
and during each following END PHASE, the Specimen player
rolls a 1d6 and consults the Recharge Table until success is
achieved. S.I.S.T.E.R. and the trackers automatically come
back on line at this time. Lights and Monitor repair are
handled as normal.

9.10 PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ROLLS

NOTE - A crafty Specimen player can make
die rolls even if there is no action
requiring them. Misleading and confusing
the Crew player is totally legal...

10.0 COMBAT PHASE

Combat occurs when the Crew player detects the Specimen
in a Section and decides to attack, or when the Specimen
player decides to attack.

COMBAT PHASE
A. Designate a Target
B. Play Combat Cards/Hidden Attributes
C. Determine Die Roll Modifiers (drm)
D. Roll the Dice
E. Determine the Winner
F. Take Losses
G. Continue Combat
H. Post-Combat Movement

10.1 DESIGNATE A TARGET

If the Crew is attacking the Specimen, the highest Ranking
Crew member in the Room Section leads the attack. If the
Specimen wins the combat, this Crew member is killed or
wounded as normal. If the Specimen is attacking the Crew,
the Specimen chooses one of the Crew members as his
target. If the Specimen wins the combat, this Crew member
is killed or wounded as normal.

The Specimen can make any die rolls except for Combat
either publicly on the map or privately behind the screen.
If the roll is private and successful, the Specimen player
places/moves the appropriate marker on the small board
behind the screen.
© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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10.2 PLAY COMBAT CARDS/
HIDDEN ATTRIBUTES

Both players now have the option to play any Combat Cards
in their hand. To play a Combat Card, the player places the
card face up on the table and announces that he is
playing it as a Combat Card. After the combat is concluded,
any Combat Cards are placed on the discard pile. Any card
with the "Remove from play" symbol on it is permanently
removed from the game when played as a Combat Card.
The Specimen player now has the option to use any of its
three chosen Attributes that will affect the combat. To use
an Attribute, the Specimen player announces which
Attribute is being used. If the Attribute card to be used is
still face down (unrevealed) when this happens, the
Specimen player flips the card face up. The Specimen
player may use as many of his chosen Attributes in a
Combat as he/she wishes, provided that each Attribute is
available (see 5.3).

10.3 CHECK FOR PANIC WHEN THE
SPECIMEN ATTACKS

As the game progresses the chances increase that individual
Crew Members may panic due to the stress and horror of
their situation.
Once three Crew members have died, a Panic Check for
each Crew member in combat is required when the
Specimen attacks.

PANIC
When the Specimen attacks, consult the Panic Table before any
Combat rolls are made to see if a Panic roll is required. Roll 1D6
for each Crew Member in the Combat.

# DEAD CREW

ROLL REQUIRED

0-2

NONE

3

ROLL

4

ROLL +1drm

5

ROLL +2drm

6

ROLL +3drm

If a PANIC roll is required, roll 1d6 for each Crew member
in the combat. If the number rolled is EQUAL TO or LOWER
THAN the PANIC Number printed on their Crew Card, the
Crew Member HAS NOT panicked and may continue on to
Combat as normal.
If the number rolled is HIGHER than the PANIC Number
printed on their Crew Card, the Crew Member HAS panicked
and does not participate in the first round of Combat.
If an Officer (Rank 1 - 3) is present in the Combat when
Panic is being rolled, each roll receives a -1drm due to the
presence of an officer.
NOTE - As Crew fatalities increase, the
chances of the Survivors panicking
increases.
EXAMPLE - WHITAKER is alone in the BRIDGE
Section when the Specimen attacks her.
PALANCE and DOUGLAS are the only other
surviving Crew members. The PANIC TABLE
indicates ROLL +1drm. Before Combat, the
Crew Player rolls 1d6 and gets a THREE. He
then adds ONE to the number to get a final
result of FOUR. Checking WHITAKER's Crew
Card reveals that she has a panic of TWO. She
has panicked at seeing the Specimen and is
helpless in the Combat. The Specimen now rolls
on the WOUND Chart and gets a FOUR, easily
killing its prey.

NOTE - Because of PANIC, it's never a good
idea to leave Crew members alone for
too long...

10.4 DETERMINE DIE ROLL
MODIFIERS (drm)

Both players add up all of the modifiers that apply. Consult
the CREW COMBAT MODIFIER CHART and SPECIMEN COMBAT
MODIFIER CHART for a list of all possible modifiers.

-1drm if an Officer (Rank 1-3) is present
© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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EXAMPLE - The Specimen is attacking
FRANKLIN and WHITAKER in the CARGO
HOLD ONE Section. WHITAKER has a Flashlight
(No Combat drm) and FRANKLIN is carrying
a pistol (+1drm for Crew). They also receive a
(+1drm) for there being more than one Crew
member in the Combat. The Specimen is
using Attribute 1: Armored Exoskeleton (-1drm
for Crew) and Attribute 4: Razor Sharp Talons
(+1drm for Specimen). The Crew will have a
+1 drm (1 + 1 - 1 = 1) and the Specimen has a
+1drm.

10.5 ROLL THE DICE

The Crew player rolls ONE die for each Crew member in the
Room Section. ALL Crew members in a section must participate in combat (unless they panic.) The Specimen rolls
a number of dice indicated on the SPECIMEN LIFE CYCLE
TRACK.
NOTE - Once the Specimen is at Stage IV
it will always roll FOUR dice in Combat.
However, there is an Attribute card that
may increase this amount.
Both players roll dice simultaneously and compare results.
EXAMPLE - Continuing the above example, the
Specimen's current Life Cycle stage is STAGE
II. It would roll TWO dice for this combat while
the Crew Player would roll TWO dice because
there are TWO Crew Members in the Combat.

10.6 DETERMINE THE WINNER
Both players now compare die results. The highest
modified number wins the combat.

EXAMPLE - Continuing the Combat in CARGO
HOLD ONE Section. The Specimen has rolled a
THREE and SIX and adds his modifier (+1drm)
for a total of TEN. Crew members FRANKLIN
and WHITAKER have rolled a SIX and TWO
and add their modifier (+1drm) for a total of
NINE. The Specimen wins the combat.

10.7 TAKING LOSSES

If the Specimen wins the combat, the Specimen player
rolls 1d6 and consults the WOUND CHART. If the result
is WOUNDED, flip the affected Crew player's card to its
WOUNDED Side. If a Wounded Crew member receives
another WOUND result, he/she is killed and removed from
play. If the result is DEAD, the affected Crew member is
killed and removed from play.
If the Crew wins the combat, the Specimen has been
wounded. Move the Specimen Wound marker one box
forward on the Specimen Wound Track. The Specimen can
normally take FOUR wounds before dying. Specimen
Attribute #12 will increase this amount to 5 and Specimen
Attribute #19 will decrease this amount to 3.
All results are immediately applied to either the Leader of
the attacking Crew or the Crew member that the Specimen
was targeting.

10.8 CONTINUE COMBAT

The Attacker always has the option to continue combat or
retreat. If they decide to retreat, surviving Crew members
are moved to any adjacent Room Section. The Specimen
rolls 1d6 and consults the Post Combat Movement Table.
The resulting number of Action Points must be immediately
spent to move the Specimen to any Room Section that can
be legally moved to. Any unspent points are lost.
NOTE - All surviving Crew Members are
moved to the same location.
If the Attacker decides to continue the Combat, then the
Defender has the option to attempt to withdraw. To do so,
the Defender rolls 1d6 and consults the WITHDRAWING FROM
COMBAT table. If successful, surviving Crew members are
moved to any adjacent Room Section. The Specimen rolls
a 1d6 and consults the Post Combat Movement Table. The
resulting number of Action Points must be immediately spent
to move the Specimen to any Room Section that can be legally moved to. Any unspent points are lost. If failure, a new
Combat Round begins again with step 10.1.
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WITHDRAWING FROM COMBAT
If the Defender wants to withdraw from Combat,
he rolls 1d6 and consults the Withdraw Table.
ROLL

RESULT

1-2

SUCCESS! - Defender Withdraws

3-6

FAILURE! - Combat Continues

The Specimen always receives a -1drm.
The Specimen receives a -1drm if in a Room
Section with an Airduct and Specimen Attribute
#19 COLLAPSIBLE SPINE has been chosen.
-1drm if any participating Crew member has a flamethrower

10.9 SPECIMEN WINNING THE
COMBAT

11.0 END PHASE

Many game functions happen during the END PHASE.

END PHASE

A. Reveal Specimen Caused Damage
B. Mascot Movement
C. Increased Damage
D. Spreading Damage
E. Goo/EMP Check
F. Monitor/Light Repair
G. End of Game Check
H. Specimen Evolution
I. Draw Card Phase

If the Specimen has killed all the Crew members in the
combat or the Crew has withdrawn, roll 1d6 and consult
the SPECIMEN POST COMBAT MOVEMENT table. The resulting number of Action Points may be immediately spent to
11.1 REVEAL SPECIMEN CAUSED
move the Specimen to any Room Section that can be legally
DAMAGE
moved to. Any unspent points are lost. In this instance, the
The Specimen player announces any new damage that
Specimen can remain in the Room Section that the Combat
the Specimen had successfully caused this turn that wasn't
occurred, if the player desires.
discovered by the Crew. Light and Heavy Damage markers
are placed accordingly.

SPECIMEN POST COMBAT
MOVEMENT
If the Specimen withdraws from combat, has killed
all the Crew members in the combat or the Crew
has withdrawn, roll 1d6 and consult the SPECIMEN
POST COMBAT MOVEMENT TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

1

3 ACTION POINTS

2

2 ACTION POINTS

3-6

1 ACTION POINT

11.2 MASCOT MOVEMENT

If the Mascot is in play, there is a chance that Squeaky the
monkey will move to another section of the ship. If he is in
play, the Specimen player rolls 1d6 and consults the
MASCOT table. If the result is Squeaky moves to any
Adjacent Section the Specimen player moves the Mascot
counter to any adjacent Room Section.
Squeaky will never move into a heavily damaged or GOO
covered section. If every adjacent section is Heavily
Damaged or GOO covered, then the result becomes
“Squeaky Stays Where He Is.”

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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11.3 INCREASED DAMAGE

During the END PHASE there is a chance that the damage
caused by the meteor collision will increase and possibly
spread. To determine this, The Specimen player publicly
rolls a 1d6 for each section that currently has a Light
Damage marker in it. On a roll of SIX the damage increases
and the Damage marker is flipped to its Heavy side.
Sections that are Heavily Damaged cannot suffer additional
damage.

11.4 SPREADING DAMAGE

The Crew player determines which adjacent section the
damage may spread to by verbally indicating any section
that is adjacent to a damaged section. The Specimen player
then rolls 1d6. A roll of SIX causes the damage to spread to
the new section. Place a Light Damage marker on the new
section. If that Section already has a Light Damage marker
on it, flip it to its Heavy Damage side. For Heavily
Damaged sections, a roll of FIVE or SIX causes the damage
to spread to the new section. Place a Light Damage marker
on the new section. If that Section already has a Light
Damage marker on it, flip it to its Heavy Damage side. If
the number of Heavy Damaged sections is ever 8 or greater
during the END PHASE, the Ship has lost structural integrity
and is destroyed. The Game ends immediately.
NOTE - The Crew Player should keep an
eye on the damage and try to repair it
ASAP.

11.5 GOO/EMP CHECK

The Specimen player rolls 1d6 for each "GOO" marker in
play. On a 1 - 3 the GOO marker is removed and 4 - 6 it
remains. If the EMP was emitted, the Specimen player rolls a
1d6 and consults the EMP Recharge Table. On a 1- 2 the
Specimen has naturally built up enough energy to emit
another pulse. The EMP Marker is flipped back to its top side,
and the Specimen can emit another EMP next turn. If the
result is 4 - 6, then the Specimen has not recovered enough
to emit an EMP. The Marker is not flipped and during each
following END PHASE, the Specimen player rolls a 1d6 and
consults the Recharge Table until success is achieved.

11.6 MONITOR/LIGHT REPAIR

During the End Phase, the ship may automatically repair
downed monitors and blown light circuits. The Crew player
rolls 1d6 for each situation and consults the
Monitors/Lights Table for results.

11.7 END OF GAME CHECK

If at least one Crew member and the Specimen are still
alive and the last turn of the game has not been reached,
advance the Turn Marker to the next space on the Turn
Track. If either of those conditions have been met, the
game ends. Consult WINNING THE GAME (18.0) to
determine the winner.

11.8 SPECIMEN EVOLUTION

The Specimen player checks to see if the Specimen has
evolved to the next higher Life Cycle Stage. Normally, this
will occur in the END PHASE of turns 4, 8 and 12. Evolution
may occur sooner if Specimen Attribute #21 was chosen.
Advance the LIFE CYCLE MARKER one box to the right if the
GAME TURN marker is on the turn that evolution is supposed to occur.

11.9 DRAW CARD PHASE

Any un-played cards may be held for the following turn or
discarded. After discarding, each player fills his hand back
to five cards from the draw pile.
NOTE - Both Players' hand sizes may be
increased or decreased due to Events, or
play.
The players now begin the sequence of play again with the
ACTION PHASE of the next turn.
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12.0 SPECIAL CREW
EQUIPMENT

12.2 HIGH-STRENGTH NETS

Through the play of Events, special equipment and weapons
can become available to the Crew player.

12.1 ELECTRIC PRODS

2
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

HI-STRENGH NET
TENSILE STRENGTH: 3000lbs
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

COMBAT DRM
3 - CURRENT
LIFE CYCLE STAGE
2

T.C.S. BROWN 102168

COMBAT DRM
3 - CURRENT
LIFE CYCLE STAGE

T.C.S. BROWN 102168

EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

ELECTRIFIED PROD
AMPERAGE: 40 Amps
VOLTAGE: 240 Volts
BATTERY LIFE: 8 Hours
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2
©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

The Electric Prod has a Combat drm of +3. It is a weapon
designed to combat the Specimen while it is still in Stage
0 and 1. Once the Specimen reaches Stage 3, the Prod's
effectiveness is basically zero. To reflect this, the current
Specimen Life Cycle Stage is subtracted from the Prod
Modifier. This final number is the drm that is added to
the Crew Combat Roll.

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

The High-Strength Net has a Combat drm of +3. It is a
weapon designed to combat the Specimen while it is still
in Stage 0 and 1. Once the Specimen reaches Stage 3, the
Net's effectiveness is basically zero. To reflect this, the
current Specimen Life Cycle Stage is subtracted from the
Net Modifier. This final number is the drm that is added to
the Crew Combat Roll.
Instead of being used as a Combat Weapon, the
High-Strength Net can instead be thrown at the Specimen
by a Crew member. This is done after all normal combat
occurs. Throwing the Net will allow all Crew members in the
Combat to withdraw automatically. The Net is destroyed by
the Specimen and removed from play.

The Crew player has the option to overload a Prod and
discharge all of the electricity in one massive jolt. An
A Net can only be used one way during Combat.
overloaded Prod has a Combat drm of +6. The current
Specimen Life Cycle Stage is subtracted as normal. the
12.3 FLAMETHROWERS
overloaded Prod is destroyed in the process and is removed
from play after the CURRENT ROUND of Combat is resolved.
T.C.S. BROWN 102168
A Prod can only be used one way during Combat.

+3 COMBAT DRM

MODIFIED FLAMETHROWER
PROPELLENT: NITROGEN
FUEL: TX2-Y PYRO GEL
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

2
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57
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The Flamethrower is the most powerful weapon available to
the Crew. It has a Combat drm of +3.

© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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12.4 TRACKING UNITS
T.C.S. BROWN 102168

-2 SEARCH DRM
CREW MEMBER MAY
ATTEMPT TO TRACK
SPECIMEN MOVEMENTS

PHOTO-SONARIC TRACKING UNIT
DETECTION RANGE: 25 METERS
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

2
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

current position of the Specimen and or Mascot. If so he
must say, "You detect movement somewhere on this deck."
If a FOUR or HIGHER is rolled, the Tracker has failed to
detect anything.
EXAMPLE - It's Crew Action Round 2 and
WHITAKER and BOOTH, both activated for
movement, and are in CARGO HOLD TWO.
WHITAKER has one of the Trackers. The Crew
Player spends one of WHITAKER's APs to use
the Tracker. The Crew Player rolls a 1D6 and
gets a Three. Since the Specimen is currently
hiding on the same deck in CARGO HOLD
ONE, the Specimen player announces, "You
detect movement somewhere on this deck."

If the Crew player plays card #11 “It works on micro
photo-sonaric impulses” as the event, the Crew has
successfully constructed two tracking devices to aid in the
search for the Specimen. Each Tracker has Search drm of -2.
Once per Crew Action Round, the Crew player may attempt
to use the trackers. Unfortunately, each Tracker only has a The TRACKING Units will not detect the Specimen if it is
limited range of detection. The Tracker can detect motion
currently in the BOWELS OF THE SHIP or during
on the Deck that it is currently on.
POSTCOMBAT MOVEMENT.

12.5 TRACKING UNIT PROCEDURE
It costs one AP to activate a Tracking Unit. The Crew player
rolls 1d6 and consults the TRACKER CHART.

If the Specimen player has previously played card #11
“Mascot Loose” as the Event, and the Mascot counter is in
range of the Tracking Unit conducting the search, the Specimen player must also perform the following actions with
the Mascot Counter as well as the Specimen.

The TRACKING Units will not detect the MASCOT if it moves
during the END PHASE.
NOTE - The Tracking Units are crude and
hastily constructed; consequently they are
unreliable, have a very short range and
are only able to show movement.

NOTE - This means that the tracker can
and will detect 2 separate signals…
If a ONE is rolled, the Specimen player first determines
if the Tracking Unit is on the same Deck as the current
position of the Specimen and or Mascot. If so, he must then
reveal the Room Section that the Specimen and/or the
Mascot is currently in by indicating the specific Room
Section or Sections and saying, "You detect movement
here."
If a TWO or THREE is rolled, the Specimen player first
determines if the Tracking Unit is on the same Deck as the
© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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13.0 SPECIAL CREW
ACTIONS

12.6 FIRST AID KITS
T.C.S. BROWN 102168

If the Crew Player plays Card #36 “New Procedure to
Terminate Specimen” as the event, they get to conduct a
special attack against the Specimen. This Airvent attack can
only be attempted once.

HEALS TWO WOUNDS

1

FAK008-R3 FIRST AID KIT
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 2

EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57
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In the Infirmary Section there are two (2) First Aid Kits.
Each kit can heal 2 wounds before being exhausted and
removed from play. The first time a First Aid Kit is used, flip
it to its "HEAL ONE WOUND" side. Remove the First Aid Kit
Marker from play after the second time it is used to heal a
wound.

12.7 USING A FIRST AID KIT

13.1 AIR VENT ATTACK
PROCEDURE

The highest-ranking Crew member still alive will go into the
air ducts and attempt to force the Specimen into the airlock,
sealing the hatches along the way. Once at the airlock, the
other Crew members will blow the Specimen out into space.

13.2 FAILURE

If the Crew player ever fails to seal a hatch, the entire
It costs 1AP to use a First Aid Kit. The wounded Crew
process outlined below ends IMMEDIATELY and the Crew
Member must either be holding a First Aid Kit or be in the
member is killed.
same Room Section as the Crew Member using it. First Aid
Kits have the same rules as tools in regards to picking them
13.3 SETUP
up, and holding them. See rule 17.0.
The highest-ranking Crew member pawn is placed on the
1st Junction of the Air Duct section. All other Crew members
12.8 EVA SUITS
are placed in CORRIDOR ONE.
There are three (3) EVA Suits on board the ship. If the Crew
player plays card #24 “EVA Suits” as the event, the Crew
13.4 AIR-DUCT ATTACK
has gotten them out.

PROCEDURE

T.C.S. BROWN 102168

PROTECTS CREW
MEMBER FROM:
COOLANT LEAK
PRESSURE LOSS
SONIC SCREECH
TOXIC BLOOD
EQUIPMENT FILE: ECHO57

YNG66-71R EVA SUIT
ENDURANCE: 12 HOURS
UNITS IN INVENTORY: 3

©2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.

EVA Suits protect Crew Members from the following
Specimen Attributes and Events:
Attribute #6 “Pheromone Emmitter”
Attribute #8 “Sonic Screech”
Attribute #18 “Toxic Blood”
Specimen Event #34 “Loss of Pressure”
Specimen Event #45 “Coolant Leak”

Beginning with the 1st Junction, roll 2d6. If the number is
EQUAL TO or HIGHER than the Junction's Success number,
place a JUNCTION CLOSED marker on the Junction and
move the Crew pawn to the second Junction and repeat the
process. If the all three Junctions are successfully closed,
then the Crew member can attempt to force the Specimen
out of the duct and into the airlock. If the Airlock is closed,
the Specimen has been ejected from the ship and the Crew
player wins the game. If any of the rolls are equal to or less
than the required number, the Crew member has failed and
has been killed by the Specimen in the air ducts. Remove
his/her pawn from the game.
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13.5 AIR-DUCT ATTACK DRM

Equipment modifiers, Strategy Cards, or Specimen
Attributes can NOT be played during this special attack.

13.6 EQUIPMENT AFTER A FAILED
AIR-DUCT ATTACK

If the Crew member dies in this attack, any equipment
that they were carrying is placed in the Airlock and can be
picked up and used by any other Crew member as normal.

13.7 SELF-DESTRUCT SYSTEM

If things seem hopeless, it is possible for the Crew player
to attempt to kill the Specimen by blowing up the ship. This
option should only be considered as a last ditch attempt by
the Crew to kill the Specimen. As such, it can only be
attempted when there are THREE or fewer Crew members
left.
NOTE - The Escape Pod can't hold more
than three people, and none of the crew
will volunteer to stay behind to flip the
switches.

13.8 SELF-DESTRUCT PROCEDURE

13.10 SELF-DESTRUCT PROCEDURE

The Self-Destruct marker is placed on the FIVE space of the
Self-Destruct Track on D Deck. At the end of each
subsequent Crew Action ROUND, move the Self-Destruct
marker to the next lower numbered space on the
Self-Destruct track. Once activated, it takes five Crew Action
Rounds for the ship's engines to overload and explode,
destroying the ship.
When the Marker is moved to the TWO Space, flip it to its
"OVERRIDE OPTION EXPIRED" side.

13.11 SELF-DESTRUCT OVERRIDE

Once activated, the Self-Destruct system can be overridden
in the following ways.
a. Play Strategy card #34 “Self-Destruct System Override”
as the event.
b. Spend 3APs to attempt to deactivate the system.
If the Self-Destruct marker is in the FIVE or FOUR boxes
the attempt is automatically successful. If the Self-Destruct
Marker is in the THREE box, roll 1d6 and consult the table.
Override is no longer possible if the Self-Destruct Marker is
in the TWO or ONE box.

Once there are THREE or fewer Crew members left, the Crew
Player can play Card #38 “We're gonna blow up the ship!” NOTE - Once the marker is in the TWO or
as the event.
ONE boxes, the engines have already
overheated to the point where an
explosion is inevitable.
13.9 ACTIVATING THE

SELF-DESTRUCT WITH APs

To activate the Self-Destruct system without playing the
Strategy card, an activated Crew member must be in the
Engine Room. It costs 3 APs to activate the system. The Crew
player simply announces that this Crew member is
activating the system.

If the system is overridden, move the Self-Destruct marker
back to the OFF Boxes.
NOTE - Why would the Self-Destruct ever
be stopped? If the Crew manages to kill
the Specimen before using the Escape
Pod, they will no longer want or need to
blow up the ship. If one of the Crew is
the Corporate Spy, the Specimen player
may use that Crew Member to attempt to
stop the Self-Destruct.
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13.12 ESCAPE POD

successfully jettisons away from the freighter.

13.13 PREPPING THE ESCAPE POD

Specimen and Crew members aboard, a final showdown
ensues.

Once there are THREE or fewer Crew Members left,
abandoning the ship in the ESCAPE POD becomes an option. There is a -1drm if there is a Light Damage marker on the
ESCAPE POD Section.
NOTE - The Escape Pod can't hold more
There is a -2drm if there is a Heavy Damage marker on the
than three people, and none of the crew
ESCAPE POD Section.
will volunteer to stay behind. Similarly,
no Crew member will volunteer to
NOTE - Using Crew Event #40, it’s possible
sacrifice himself by launching the Pod
to jettison the Escape Pod without any
with him/her and the Specimen aboard,
Crew members on board. A sneaky Crew
or leave other Crew members behind.
Player might take advantage of this...
All surviving Crew members must be on board before a
escape launch attempt may be made. Only one launch
14.0 FINAL SHOWDOWN
attempt per turn is allowed.
If the Crew has jettisoned the ESCAPE POD with the
Before the ESCAPE POD can be launched, it must be
prepped. This means that it must be stocked with food,
oxygen and other consumable supplies as well as being
warmed up for launch.

The Crew Player can play Card #39 “Prep the Escape Pod”
as the event or have an activated Crew member in the
ESCAPE POD Section spend 2 APs to flip the POD PREPPED
Marker to its POD PREPPED side in the POD STATUS Box on
the map.

13.14 LAUNCHING THE ESCAPE
POD

After the ESCAPE POD has been prepped, there are two
ways to launch. One is to play Card #40 “Escape Pod
Launches” on any Action Round after the POD has been
prepped.
To launch the ESCAPE POD without playing the Event, all
surviving Crew members must be in the ESCAPE POD. Then
an activated Crew member can spend 3 APs to attempt to
launch. The Crew player announces that this Crew member
is attempting to launch. The Crew player then rolls a 1d6.
On a ONE - TWO the Pod did not launch and will have to
be attempted next round. On a roll of THREE - SIX the Pod

14.1 EXTRA CARD DRAW

Each player immediately draws three additional Strategy
cards to their hands.

14.2 COMBAT

The COMBAT PHASE now occurs as normal with the
exception that withdrawal is no longer possible. (There is
nowhere to run to!) The COMBAT PHASE continues until
either the Specimen or all of the Crew has been killed.

15.0 SPECIAL SPECIMEN
ACTIONS
15.1 BUILDING THE CORPORATE
SPY

The Specimen player has the ability to make one of the
Crew members a spy, planted on board by a rival
corporation. His or her objective is to steal Dr. Viktor's
research. It takes the play of three Strategy cards in the
correct order to create the spy.
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15.2 SPECIMEN CARD #27 “I
DON'T TRUST HIM”
This card must be played as the event first.

15.3 SPECIMEN CARD #39
“FOUND SECRET ORDERS”

This card must be played as the event on any TURN after “I
don't trust him!” is played. When this event is played, the
Specimen player secretly chooses one of the surviving Crew
members to be the spy.

15.4 SPECIMEN CARD #40
“CORPORATE SPY”

This card must be played as the event on any TURN after
“Found Secret Orders” is played. When this event is played,
the Specimen player reveals which Crew member is the spy.
The Specimen player immediately rolls a 1d6 and consults
the Post Combat Movement Table. The resulting number of
Action Points must be immediately spent to move the Spy to
any Room Section that can be legally moved to. Any
unspent points are lost. In this instance, the Spy can remain
in the Room Section that he/she's in, if the Specimen
player desires.

15.5 ACTIVATING THE SPY

Once in play, the Spy can conduct any actions on the CREW
ACTION POINTS COST chart. It costs one Specimen AP to
activate the Spy.
EXAMPLE - It's Specimen Action Round 2 of Turn
9. BOOTH has just been revealed to be the Spy
last round. The Specimen player plays Card
#30, “I could have sworn I hit it!” for 2 APs. The
Specimen player spends 1 AP to have the
Specimen move from CORRIDOR TWO to
CARGO HOLD ONE, and then spend 1 APs to
activate BOOTH. He then spends 2APs to move
from the CREW MESS to the ENGINE ROOM.

15.6 SPY IN COMBAT

The Spy can attack and be attacked by the Crew. Follow
the normal Combat rules. If Combat against the Specimen
occurs in a room that the Spy is in, the Spy fights on the
Crew side.

15.7 SPY RETREATING FROM
COMBAT

The Spy will ALWAYS attempt to retreat from combat
against the Specimen.

15.8 THE SPECIMEN KILLING THE
SPY
The Specimen player is free to have the Specimen attack
the Spy. Follow the normal Combat rules.

NOTE - The Specimen player does control
the Spy, but the Specimen and the Spy
will not work together under any
circumstances.

15.9 SPY GOAL

The Spy's main goal is to escape the ship with Dr. Viktor's
research. Once in play, the spy can move to CARGO HOLD
TWO and spend 1 AP collecting the data. After that, the SPY
can escape using the ESCAPE POD. Use the normal ESCAPE
POD rules for this. The Spy can use the POD without any
other Crew members on board. This is an exception to the
normal ESCAPE POD rules.
NOTE - The Specimen player doesn't have
to attempt this if he/she doesn't want to.
It's totally up you.

15.10 SPY VICTORY

If the Spy is the only Crew Member left alive during the
END PHASE of any turn, the Game ends as a Specimen
victory.
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If the SPY successfully ejects from the ship with the data
and the Specimen kills the rest of the Crew or destroys the
ship, the Specimen Victory level is increased one level.
If the SPY successfully ejects from the ship with the data
and the Crew kills the Specimen, the Crew Victory level is
decreased one level.

16.0 TOOL LOCKERS

In both the Crew and Officers Quarters Sections, there are
Equipment Lockers. These contain normal equipment and
tools carried on the ship.

16.1 LOCKER CONTENTS

17.1 MASCOT MOVEMENT

During the END PHASE, there is a chance that Squeaky will
move to another section of the ship. If he is in play, the
Specimen player rolls 1d6 and consults the MASCOT table.
If the result is “Squeaky Moves to any Adjacent Section,”
the Specimen Player moves the Mascot counter to any
adjacent counter on the Specimen map.
If the Mascot marker is currently on the Ship map and
Squeaky moves to either a hideable section or an
unhideable section that is currently unoccupied by a Crew
member, remove the big Mascot marker from the Ship
map.
Squeaky will never move into a heavily damaged or GOO
covered Room Section. If every adjacent Section is
Heavily Damaged, or GOO covered, then the result becomes
“Squeaky Stays Where He Is.”

Each Locker Contains the Following items:
Flashlight (1) -1drm for all Search Rolls
Wrench (1) -1drm for all Repair Rolls
Power Driver (1) -1 drm for all Repair Rolls
Hand Welder (1) -1drm for all Repair Rolls

17.2 FINDING THE MASCOT

NOTE - Tools will help with various Crew
rolls.

Whenever the Mascot has been detected by the Crew, the
Crew player can place the large Mascot marker on the big
map to indicate its current location if they wish.

16.2 PICKING UP TOOLS

18.0 WINNING THE GAME

It costs 1AP to acquire a tool; a Crew member has to be in a The Specimen Player wins the game by killing all seven
Crew Members. The Crew player wins by killing the
CORRIDOR Section that has a Tool Locker.
Specimen.

16.3 TOOL USAGE LIMITATIONS

Each Item has a hands number listed on it. A Crew Member
may carry two One-Handed Items or one Two-Handed item.

17.0 SHIP'S MASCOT

The ship has Squeaky the monkey as a mascot. He only
comes into play if the Specimen Strategy Card #14
“Mascot Loose” is played as the event. Once that event has
been played, the Specimen player secretly places the small
Mascot counter on the Specimen map behind the Specimen
screen.

• Major Specimen Victory - All Crew Dead, Specimen and
Ship Survives
• Minor Specimen Victory - All Crew Dead, Specimen
Survives, or All Crew Dead and Ship Destroyed
• DRAW - ANY OTHER RESULT!
• Minor Crew Victory - Specimen Dead, less than 4 Crew
alive
• Major Crew Victory - Specimen Dead, more than 4 Crew
alive, Ship Survives

19.0 EXAMPLE OF PLAY

Here is an example of a complete game turn in Specimen.
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This example will demonstrate how many of the game
mechanics and rules work. This game was played by Joe
Griffin, as the Crew, and Jodi Brown, as the Specimen. We
suggest that you set the game up and move the pieces on
your map as you read the example.
It is the beginning of turn 3. None of the Crew has been
killed and the Specimen is still Life Cycle Stage One. The
Crew player has built the nets.
The Specimen player has chosen the following attributes:
Armored Exoskeleton (0), Pheromone Emitter (1), and
Amorphous (2).
The Specimen hand is as follows:
1 Suspended Animation Sickness
4 New Damage Detected
5 "I found our position. We're only halfway home."
9 "Look, we can't fix this much damage till we get back to
port, anyway."
11 Specimen Evolution
The Crew player has the following cards in his hand:
1 "We've got to repair the damage."
2 "We'll take care of this. You guys fix the ship."
4 "We split into two teams."
5 "We've got to hunt this thing down."
9 Normal Duty Stations
CAPTAIN TYLER is in the COMPUTER CORE.
FRANKLIN is in the INFIRMARY
GIBSON and WHITAKER (with a net) are in the CREW
QUARTERS
PALANCE (with a net), DOUGLAS and BOOTH are in CARGO
HOLD ONE.
The Stage One Specimen is hiding in CARGO HOLD TWO.
The ACTION PHASE consists of 4 rounds wherein each player
plays a card as the event or for points. The Specimen
always goes first.

Specimen Action Round One
The Specimen player plays New Damage Detected
(Specimen Card #4) as an Event.
She rolls 2d6 and gets an 8. Checking on the New Damage
Chart reveals that the damage is in CARGO HOLD TWO. Both
players place a "Light Damage" maker on their maps to
indicate the new damage.

Crew Action Round One

The Crew player plays "We'll take care of this. You guys fix
the ship." (Crew Card #2) as the Event.
Palance, Douglas and Booth are placed in CARGO HOLD
TWO and attempt to repair the damage. Looking at their
Character cards, they have a combined repair value of -5
and the event card gives them a modifier of -1 for a total
of -6. The Crew player rolls 2d6 and rolls an 12. Subtracting the -6 modifier he gets a final repair number of 6. The
repair attempt has failed.

Specimen Action Round Two
The Specimen player now plays Specimen Evolution
(Specimen Card #11) as a one-time Event. The Specimen
player secretly rolls 1d6 and gets a 2, which is a
successful roll according to the Specimen Evolution table.
The Specimen player secretly moves the Life Cycle Marker
to the Level Two box on the Life Cycle track. The card is then
removed from play.

Crew Action Round Two
Unaware that the creature has just evolved, the Crew player
decides to play "We split into two teams" (Crew Card #4)
as a one-time event. Starting next round, the entire Crew
can now form into two teams each round. The card is then
removed from play.
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Specimen Action Round Three
The Specimen player now plays "I found our position.
We're only halfway home." (Specimen Card #5) for 3 APs.
She moves the Specimen to the ENGINE ROOM for 1 AP and
then attempts to damage the Section for 2 more APs.
She rolls 2d6 and gets a 6. Subtracting the Specimen's
current life cycle stage from the roll gives her a final
number of 4. She successfully damages the Section. She
then secretly places a "Light Damage" marker on the
Specimen map to indicate the new damage. Since there
is not a Crew member in the room, the Specimen player
doesn't have to announce the new damage if she doesn't
want to.

Crew Action Round Three
The Crew player then plays "We've got to repair the
damage" (Crew Card #1) as the Event. All Crew members
are activated for movement this round.
TYLER attempts to activate the Computer for 1 AP. The Crew
player rolls 2d6 and gets an 8. He has successfully
activated the computer. If Tyler remains in the section for
the rest of this turn, the Crew hand will be increased to
six cards next turn. The Crew player places the SPECIAL
INTERFACE 0903 marker on the top of his draw deck as a
reminder.
FRANKLIN moves from the INFIRMARY to the HIBERNATION
ROOM for 1 AP, and then down the Access Ladder to the
CREW MESS for 2 APs.
GIBSON picks up a flashlight and a wrench for 2 APs. She
and WHITAKER then both spend 1 AP to move to the CREW
MESS.
PALANCE and DOUGLAS attempt to repair the damage in
CARGO HOLD TWO for 2APs each. They have a combined
repair value of -3. The Crew player rolls 2d6 and rolls a 12.
Subtracting the -3 modifier gives him a final number of 9.
Not only have they failed, but they have actually made the

damage worse! The "Light Damage" Marker is flipped to its
"Heavy" side.
Alarmed by this result, the Crew player spends PALANCE
and DOUGLAS' last 2 APs to make another repair attempt.
This time the Crew player rolls a 5. Subtracting the -3
modifier gives him a final number of 2. Success! The
"Heavy Damage" marker is flipped back to its "Light" side.
Finally, BOOTH moves to the ENGINE ROOM for 1 AP. Once
inside the Section, the Specimen player announces that
BOOTH discovers that the Section is Lightly Damaged.
Surprised, the Crew player places a "Light Damage" maker
on the map to indicate the new damage. BOOTH then
attempts to fix the damage with 2 more Action points. His
repair skill gives him a repair value of -2. The Crew player
rolls 2d6 and rolls a 6. Subtracting the -2 modifier gives
him a final number of 4. Success! The "Light Damage"
marker is removed from the Section.

Specimen Round Four
Seeing that BOOTH is now all alone, the Specimen player
decides to attack! She plays "Look, we can't fix this much
damage till we get back to port, anyway." (Specimen Card
#9) for 4 Action Points.
She spends 3 APs to attack BOOTH in the ENGINE ROOM.
She moves her playing piece onto the big map next to
BOOTH. Both players prepare for combat. Since the
Specimen is at Life Cycle Two, it will roll 2 dice in combat.
The Specimen player decides to use her Armored Exoskeleton attribute in this combat and reveals it to the Crew
player. This attribute will give the Crew dice roll a -1drm.
The Crew player will roll 1 die since BOOTH is all alone. He
has no combat cards or weapons.
The combat will consist of the Specimen rolling 2 dice with
no modifiers and the Crew rolling 1 die with a -1drm. The
highest total number wins.
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The Specimen rolls a 5 and 3 for a total of 8. The Crew
rolls a 5 which becomes a 4 after the -1drm is applied. The
Specimen wins. The Specimen now rolls 1d6 and consults
the Wound Chart. She rolls a 4; BOOTH dies in a pool of his
own blood! BOOTH is removed from play and the bloody
wrench is placed on the Room Section. The Crew player
moves the SURVIVING CREW marker from 7 to 6.
Since the Specimen attacked, her final AP is lost. The
Specimen player now rolls 1d6 for Post Combat Movement.
She rolls a 2 which gives her 2 APs to move if she wants.
She decides to move up the access ladder to the CREW
MESS.

Crew Action Round Four

Shocked at the death of BOOTH, the Crew player decides
to go on the attack. He plays "We've got to hunt this thing
down." (Crew Card #5) as the Event. This allows him to
activate the entire crew to move and search.
TYLER remains in the COMPUTER CORE in order to get the
bonus card. PALANCE and DOUGLAS move to the ENGINE
ROOM for 1AP each. They then spend 2APs to search the
section.
PALANCE and DOUGLAS have a combined -4drm search
value and the Crew player rolls a 4. The search is
successful but the Specimen is not currently in the ENGINE
ROOM. The Specimen player informs the Crew player that
he has found nothing.

The Crew player will roll one die for each crew member. He
will receive a +1drm for the net (3 - the current life cycle 2
= 1) and +1drm for having more than 1 crew member in
the combat for a total of +2 drm.
Since the Specimen is at Life Cycle Two, it will roll 2 dice in
combat. The Specimen player decides to use its two other
attributes of Amorphous and Pheromone Emitter along
with its Armored Exoskeleton and reveals them to the Crew
player. The Armored Exoskeleton attribute gives the Crew
roll a -1drm. The Amorphous attribute will negate
WHITAKER's net. So the Crew's drm is down to +1drm.
The Specimen player rolls a die to see if the creature’s
pheromones will affect a Crew member. She picks GIBSON
and rolls 1d6. She comes up with a 5, just missing the 6
she needed to distract GIBSON.
The +1 Crew drm cancels out the -1drm Armored
Exoskeleton modifier. So this combat will consist of the
Crew rolling 3 dice and the Specimen rolling 2 dice.The
highest total number wins.
The Crew rolls a 6, 5, and a 5 for a total of 16. The
Specimen rolls a 6 and a 1 for a total of 7. The Crew wins.
The Specimen has been wounded and the Specimen player
moves the wound marker to the 1 box on the wound chart.
Excited, the Crew player wants to continue to attack.

The Specimen player decides to try to withdraw from the
combat. She rolls a 1d6. She receives a -1drm for being
GIBSON, FRANKLIN, and WHITAKER will spend 2APs to
the Specimen. She rolls a 3 and subtracts the -1drm for a
search the CREW MESS.
total of 1. She has successfully withdrawn from combat. She
now rolls 1d6 and gets a 2, which gives her 2APs for post
They have a combined search value of -2 along with the
combat movement, if she wants to leave the room section.
flashlight modifier of -1 for a total of -3. The Crew player
rolls 2d6 and gets a 7. Subtracting the -3 modifier gives him The Specimen player decides to move to the ENGINE ROOM.
a final number of 4. The search is successful and since the
Specimen is hiding in the CREW MESS, the Crew has found
it! The Specimen player places his pawn on the big map on
the CREW MESS. The Crew player decides to attack. GIBSON,
the highest ranking crew member present, will lead the
attack.
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the damage will increase to heavy. She rolls and gets a 6.
The damage increases and the Damage marker is flipped to
its Heavy side.

SPREADING DAMAGE

Now the Specimen player will check and see if any existing
damage will spread to other room sections. The only
existing damage on the ship is in CARGO HOLD TWO. The
Crew player has to nominate any adjacent section
(including diagonally) to this damaged section, and
chooses the ENGINE ROOM. The Specimen player then rolls
a 1d6. Since CARGO HOLD TWO is heavily damaged, a roll
of 5 or 6 will cause the damage to spread. She rolls and
gets a 5. The damage has spread! Both players place a
This concludes the ACTION ROUND phase of Turn 3. Play will light damage marker on the ENGINE ROOM.
now move to the End Phase.

GOO/EMP CHECK

The END PHASE consists of nine steps.

Since the Specimen player didn't choose either the GOO or
EMP attributes, this step is skipped for this game.

Reveal Specimen Caused Damage
Mascot Movement
Increased Damage
Spreading Damage
Goo Check
EMP Recharge
Monitor/Light Repair
End of Game Check
Specimen Evolution
Draw Card Phase

MONITOR/LIGHT REPAIR

Both the Monitors and Lights are currently functioning. This
step is skipped.

END OF GAME CHECK

Since at least one of the Crew and the Specimen are still
alive and the game has not reached turn 15, the Turn
Marker is advanced to 4 box on the Turn Track.

REVEAL SPECIMEN CAUSED DAMAGE

Since there is no other undiscovered Specimen caused
damage, this step is skipped.

MASCOT MOVEMENT

Since the Mascot is not currently in play, this step is
skipped.

INCREASED DAMAGE

The Specimen player will now check to see if any
existing damage on the ship will increase. She rolls a 1d6
for the light damage in CARGO HOLD TWO. On a roll of 6

SPECIMEN EVOLUTION

Since the Specimen player didn't choose the Faster
Evolution attribute, no Evolution will occur this turn. This
step is also skipped.
DRAW CARD PHASE
Since BOOTH was killed this turn, and he was the first Crew
member to die, the red MONSTER cards are combined with
all discards and undrawn COLLISION cards and shuffled.
Both players have the option to discard their remaining
card if they want to. The Specimen player deals herself 4
new cards, giving her a new 5-card hand for turn 4. Since
the Crew player successfully activated the computer during
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turn 3, he deals himself 5 new cards, giving him a 6-card
hand for turn 4. He removes the SPECIAL INTERFACE 0903
marker from his draw deck.

teams” is a very valuable Event to play. It allows you to
activate the entire Crew with even a lowly 2AP Card. This
can be huge!

Play now moves to the ACTION PHASE of turn 4. The
Specimen goes first.

Card #36 “New procedure to terminate Specimen” could
be the most important card in the Crew Deck. It's a huge
gamble. If you make the die rolls, you kill the
Specimen and win the game. If you lose, you lose the
highest-ranking Crew Member on the board. Should you
try it? It depends on the game situation. How many Crew
Members are left? Have panic checks started? How many
Room Sections are damaged? It's up to you.

Will the Crew focus on hunting down the Specimen before
it becomes any stronger, or keep tabs on the damage? Will
the Specimen player stay aggressive this turn or wait till it
evolves during the END PHASE of turn 4. The game is now
up to you. Feel free to continue this game, or start over.
Either way, enjoy SPECIMEN!

20.0 GAME TIPS
20.1 CREW PLAYER TIPS

The first thing you have to accept is that several (probably
most!) of the Crew are going to die, and die horribly. Don't
worry about that. What you have to do is maximize your
combat potential, so that every time you fight the Specimen
you have the greatest chance to inflict a wound. That said,
the early part of the game is when you are at your
strongest. Don't sit back; be aggressive! Try to find the
Specimen and whomp it while it's still at Life Cycle One.
After that, the Specimen will start to become too powerful
and your hunting days are probably over. The other thing
to watch is ship damage. Don't let it go unattended. You
start the game with one damaged Room Section. Some
poor die rolls in the End Phase along with some Specimen
mischief can quickly get you up to four or more damaged
Room Sections. That is a recipe for disaster. Remember,
eight Heavily Damaged Room Sections in the End Phase
means the ship explodes and GAME OVER!
The special weapons and equipment events should be
gotten onto the board as soon as you draw them. Don't
forget that you can overload a Prod for a one-time +6 drm
(minus the Specimen Life Cycle). The Nets are also
especially useful later in the game as a way to withdraw
after just one round of combat. Card #3 “We split into two

Should you blow up the ship? That's a tough one. It should
only be done as a last resort. Since the Specimen has
ample opportunity to get aboard before it can launch, you
should expect to have a final showdown in the ESCAPE POD
if you do. The combination of Events #33 “I'm for killing
that thing right now!” and #35 “Last Stand” can give you a
powerful +2drm for the rest of the game. So don't always
assume that flipping the switches and scuttling the ship is
the only way to go.
Finally, try not to go anywhere alone! There is strength in
numbers! (Remember, you get a +1 drm in combat if there
is more than one Crew member present) You can probably
get away with it early on, but after turn 4, going it alone is
pretty much a death sentence.

20.2 SPECIMEN TIPS

Bide your time. At the beginning of the game there are lots
of Crew members on board and they can gang up and hurt
you when you're at Life Cycle One. Remember, you grow
stronger as the game goes along. Once you reach Stage
Four, you have a great chance to win a combat against
two or fewer Crew members. Your early game goal is to
cause as much widespread mayhem as possible. Try to get
damage going on multiple decks. Make the Crew split up
as much as possible and if you get a shot at a single Crew
member, strike!
Pick your attributes carefully and play the Specimen you
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build. The 3-point attributes can be amazingly powerful, but a 3. 3 F Y
Specimen with three 1-point attributes can be just as
		
awesome.
		
		
Card #27 “I don’t trust him” is a great event to play since it
eliminates the Crew’s ability to create teams.
4. 3 E Y
		
Card #23 “It’s getting bigger. It’s as least as big as a man
		
now.” is a great card to play since it gives you an automatic
		
Life Cycle Evolution. You can deliver a nasty surprise to the
		
Crew Player if you play it a turn after a standard evolution.
		
What about the Corporate Spy? It’s hard to build. It
requires the play of 3 4AP cards as Events in the correct
sequence. The uncertainty of the deck makes the Corporate
Spy’s appearance rare at best. Don’t force it. If you draw Card
#40 “Corporate Spy” right away, it’s probably not a good
idea to hold it for the rest of the game waiting for the other
cards. Most of the time, you won’t need the Corporate Spy
anyway. But it’s up to you!

21.0 CARD LIST

Type: E = Event, F = First Aid, C = Combat Card
Card #
CP Value
Type
Remove after play?

Crew Collision Cards

1. 3 E N “We’ve got to repair the
		damage.”
All Crew activated. They may spend all AP’s
		
on Movement and then conduct a free
		
REPAIR roll this round. No SEARCH rolls are
		
allowed this round.
2. 3 E N
		
		
		
		
		

“We’ll take care of this. You
guys fix the ship.”
Palance, Douglas, and Booth (whomever is
still alive) may be immediately moved to
any damaged Section and attempt to repair
it this round with a -1 REPAIR drm.

First Aid
Move one wounded Crew member to the
Infirmary. Flip the wounded Character card
to its full side at the end of the Round.
“We split into two teams.”
Crew members may be formed into two
teams. It costs 1 Crew Activation point to
activate each team. All Crew members in
each team must perform the same action.
New teams may be formed each Round.

5. 3 E N “We’ve got to hunt this thing
		down.”
		
All Crew activated. They may spend all AP’s
		
on Movement and then conduct a free
		
SEARCH roll this round. No REPAIR rolls are
		
allowed this turn.
6. 2 E N
		
		
		
		

Automated Repair
One Section is repaired by machine.
Remove one LIGHT DAMAGE marker from
one Section or flip one HEAVY DAMAGE
marker to the Light side.

7. 2 E N
		
		
		
		

Automated Repair
One Section is repaired by machine. 		
Remove one LIGHT DAMAGE marker from
one Section or flip one HEAVY DAMAGE
marker to the Light side.

8. 3 E Y
		
		
		

Electrical Prods
The Crew builds two electrical prods. Place
two PROD markers on two CHARACTER
cards to indicate who has them.

9. 4 E N
		
		
		

Normal Duty Stations
Tyler, Gibson, Palance, Whitaker and
Franklin are moved to the Bridge. Douglas
and Booth are moved to the Engine Room.
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10. 3 E Y
“My initial analysis indicates
		
that it’s a tough little son of a
		bitch.”
		
Franklin must be in the Infirmary. His
		
analysis gives the crew a better
		
understanding of the Specimen. The
		
Specimen player must randomly reveal one
		attribute.
11. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

How bad is it?
Activate Tyler only. Tyler must start his
movement or be able to reach the
Computer Core this round. If he remains in
that section for the rest of the turn, the
Crew player receives the BONUS COMBAT
DIE marker during the End Phase.

12. 2 E Y
“It works on micro photo		sonaric impulses.”
		
The Crew builds two tracking units. Place
		
two TRACKER markers on two Character
		
cards to indicate who has them.
13. 4 E N
		
		
		
		
		

Damage Control
Palance, Douglas and Booth are
immediately placed in any damaged
Section. Remove a LIGHT DAMAGE marker
or flip a HEAVY DAMAGE marker to the
Light side in that Section.

14. 2 C N
		
		
		

“We’ve got it cornered inside
this storage bin!”
Crew attack only. The Crew receives a +2
drm for all COMBAT rolls of this combat.

15. 2 E Y
		
		
		

High-Strength Nets
The Crew builds two nets. Place two NET
markers on two Character cards to
indicate who has them.

16. 4 E N
		
		

Crew Monster Cards

Tyler comes up with a plan
All Crew activated. May only be played as
an Event while Tyler is still alive.

17. 3 E Y “I think we should break out
		the weapons.”
		
The Crew opens the weapons locker. Place
		
two PISTOL markers on two Character cards
		
to indicate who has them.
18. 4 E Y
		
		
		
		

“How about we just set the
thing on fire?”
The Crew builds two flamethrowers. Place
two FLAMETHROWER markers on two
Character cards to indicate who has them.

19. 4 C Y “Get out of here!”
		
Play during any Combat involving more
		
than one Crew member. No COMBAT rolls
		
are made. Instead, Crew player chooses
		
one Crew member who is automatically
		
killed. All others are placed in any 		
		adjacent Section.
20. 2 E Y “Look at the pretty lights.”
		
The Specimen is distracted by a flashing
		
control panel. The Specimen player must
		
randomly discard one card from his/her
		current hand.
21. 3 E N
		
		
		
		

Automated Repair
One Section is repaired by machine.
Remove one LIGHT DAMAGE marker from
one Section or flip one HEAVY DAMAGE
marker to the Light side.

22. 2 E N Automated Repair
		
One Section is repaired by machine.
		
Remove one LIGHT DAMAGE marker from
		
one Section or flip one HEAVY DAMAGE
		
marker to the Light side.
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23. 2 C Y
		
		
		

“Run!”
Cancel one Specimen attack. No Combat
takes place and all Crew members are
placed in any adjacent Section.

24. 3 E Y
		
		

EVA Suits
The Crew puts on EVA Suits. Place EVA
SUIT marker on three Character cards to

		

indicate who has them.

25. 2 E N
		
		

“Get to the Bridge!”
All surviving Crew members are
automatically moved to the bridge.

26. 3 E N
		
		
		
		

“I’m in command now. We’ll
do as I say!”
Cancels the effects of the Specimen Event
“No offense, but your leadership skills
suck!” played this turn.

27. 2 C Y
		
		
		

“Run!”
Cancel one Specimen attack. No Combat
takes place and all Crew members are
placed in any adjacent Section.

28. 3 E Y “Are any of us going to
		survive?”
		
The highest ranking officer must start
		
his/her movement in, or be able to reach
		
the Computer Core this round. If he/she
		
remains in that Section for the rest of the
		
turn, the Crew player receives the BONUS
		
COMBAT DIE marker during the End Phase.
29. 3 F Y First Aid
		
Move up to two wounded Crew members to
		
the Infirmary. Flip the wounded Character
		
cards to their full side at the end of the
		Round.

30. 4 E Y “We search every section,
		
every corridor until we get it.
		
Then we blow it out into
		space!”
		
All Crew activated this round. All Crew
		
SEARCH and REPAIR rolls for this round
		
receive a -1drm and all COMBAT rolls for
		
this round receive a +1drm.
31. 3 E N
		
		
		
		
		
		

“Franklin, have you and
found out anything useful?”
Specimen hand size is reduced by one for
the next draw phase. May only be played
as an event when Franklin is still alive.
May only be played during Crew Action
Rounds 1 - 3.

32. 4 E Y
		
		
		

Alone
Play after there is only one Crew member
left. That Crew member is immune to
PANIC checks for the rest of the game.

33. 4 E Y “I’m for killing that thing
		right now!”
		
Allows play of Crew Event “Last Stand.”
		
Crew Player may also spend 2 CPs this
		
round. May not be played after Crew Event
		
“We’re gonna blow up the ship.”
34. 4 E Y
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Self-Destruct System Override
The Self-Destruct System is successfully
turned off if its status is either Green or
Yellow. The Crew Player may also spend 2
CPs this round.
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35. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

Last Stand
Play any turn after the Crew Event “I’m for
killing that thing right now!” Place the
LAST STAND marker on a Ship Section that
is currently occupied by a Crew member.
All Crew COMBAT rolls in this Section 		
receive a +3drm for the rest of the game.

36. 4 E Y New Procedure to Terminate
		Specimen
		
The Crew player may conduct the Air Duct
		
Attack. Highest Ranking Crew member still
		
alive goes into the air vents and tries to
		
force the Specimen out into space from the
		
Airlock Section. See rule 13.1.
37. 2 C Y
		
		
		
		

Harpoon Gun
The Crew makes a second Attack this
round after all combat has been
completed. Roll 1d6. On a 6 the Specimen
is hit and suffers two wounds.

38. 3 E Y “We’re gonna blow up the
		ship!”
		
Allows play of Crew Event “Prep the Escape
		
Pod.” Move up to three Crew members to
		
the Engine Room. May not be played after
		
Crew Event “I’m for killing that thing
		right now!”
39. 2 E Y Prep the Escape Pod
		Play any turn after Crew Event “We’re
		
gonna blow up the ship!” Flip the POD 		
		
PREPPED Marker to its POD PREPPED side.
		
Allows play of Crew event “Escape Pod 		
		
Launches” or POD LAUNCH die roll on any
		
subsequent turn. Crew Player may
		
also spend 2 CPs this round.

40. 4 E Y Escape Pod Launches
		
Play any turn after Crew Event “Prep the
		
Escape Pod.” The Pod launches
		
immediately without rolling on the Pod
		Launch table.
41. 2 C Y
		
		

Laser Target Designators
The Crew receives a +2 drm for all COMBAT
rolls for this combat.

42. 2 C Y
		
		

“Let’s rush it!”
The Crew receives a +2 drm for all COMBAT
rolls for this combat.

43. 3 C Y Improvised Miniature
		Explosive Charges
		
The Crew receives a +3 drm for all COMBAT
		
rolls for this combat. Place a LIGHT
		
DAMAGE marker in the Section in which the
		
combat is taking place. If already Light
		
Damage, then flip the marker to its Heavy
		side.
44. 2 C Y “Everybody keep it
		together!”
		
All Crew members in this combat
		
automatically pass their PANIC roll.
45. 4 E Y
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Closing the Vents
Rroll on the Breathable Air table and place
the SUPPLIES EXHAUSTED Marker
accordingly. The Game will now
end on the indicated Game turn. Prevents
play of Specimen Event “I think it’s
moving through the air vents and ducts.”
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Type: E = Event, F = First Aid, C = Combat Card
Card #
CP Value
Type
Remove after play?

Specimen Collision Cards

5. 3 E N
		
		
		
		
		

“I found our position. We’re
only halfway home.”
Gibson and Whitaker are moved to the 		
Bridge. They must spend the rest of
the current Turn there determining 		
the ship’s current galactic position.

6. 3 E N “You should have a look at 		
this. I’ve found something 		
1. 4 E Y
Suspended Animation Sickness 		
		interesting.”
		
All Crew members suffer from Suspended
		
Animation Sickness. Flip all Character cards 		Tyler and Franklin are moved to the
		
Infirmary. They must remain there for the
		
to their Wounded side. Flip them back to
		
rest of the current Turn.		
		
full strength during the End Phase of the
		
current game Turn.
7. 2 C Y
“Its the Monkey!”
		
Crew Attack only. The Crew has tracked 		
2. 3 E Y Cargo Explodes
		
down Squeaky, the ship’s mascot, by
		
Place a LIGHT DAMAGE marker in both
		
mistake. Cancel combat this round. If the
		
Cargo Hold Sections. If already light
Mascot is in play, place the MASCOT marker
		
damage, then flip the marker to its Heavy 		
		
in the Section where Combat was going to
		
side. Roll 1d6 for each Crew Member in 		
		
either Section. On a 1-2 the Crew member 		occur.		
		
is wounded. On a 6 the Crew member is
8. 3 E N “Where does it say in our 		
		Dead.
		
contract that we’re supposed
		
to get killed?”
3. 2 E N New Damage Detected
		
Douglas and Booth refuse to work.
		
Roll on New Damage chart. Place a LIGHT
		
They can perform no actions and must 		
		
DAMAGE marker on indicated Section. If
		
remain in their current Section until the 		
		
already Light Damage, flip the marker to
		
end of the Turn.
		
its Heavy side. If already Heavy Damage
		then re-roll.
9. 4 E N “Look, we can’t fix this much
		
damage till we get back to 		
4. 2 E N New Damage Detected
		port, anyway.”
		
Roll on New Damage chart. Place a LIGHT
		No Crew REPAIR rolls are allowed for the
		
DAMAGE marker on indicated Section. If
		
rest of this turn. This Event also prevents
		
already Light Damage, flip the marker to
		
play of Crew card #1, 2, 6, 12, 14, 21,
		
its Heavy side. If already Heavy Damage
		
27 as Events for the rest of this Turn.
		then re-roll.
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10. 2 E Y Section Door Malfunction
		Specimen player rolls to determine a 		
		
random Section or discards one card from
		
his/her hand to choose a Section. All
		
Ladders and Hatchways leading in and out
		
of this Section are jammed closed for one
		
Turn. All Crew members inside this Section
		
are trapped there for this Turn.
11. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		

Specimen Evolution
Roll 1d6 and consult the Specimen
Evolution chart. Advance the SPECIMEN LIFE
CYCLE marker one box to the right on the
Specimen Life Cycle Track if successful.

12. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		

“Go take care of that.”
The Specimen player moves a Crew
member, rank 4 - 7 to any section. During
the next Crew Action Round, that Crew 		
member must reman in that Section alone.

13. 2 E N “How are we going to find it?
		
We’ve got no eyes down
		there.”
		
C and D Decks have no working monitors.
		
Place the MONITORS OUT markers on those
		
Decks as a reminder. All SEARCH rolls
		
on these decks have a +1drm until the
		
monitors are repaired in the End Phase.
		
See rule 11.6.
14. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		
		

Mascot Loose
Squeaky, the ship’s mascot, is loose. The
Specimen player may place the Mascot
counter in any undamaged section on the
Specimen Map. The monkey can now be 		
detected by the tracker.

15. 2 E N
		
		
		
		
		
		

The Specimen Retreats to the
Bowels of the Ship
The Specimen moves to the Bowels of the
Ship. It may never spend more than two 		
consecutive Rounds in the Bowels of the
Ship. May only be played as an event while
the Specimen is Stage I and II.

Specimen Monster Cards

16. 3 E Y “I think it’s moving through
		
the air vents and ducts.”
		
For this Round only, the Specimen
		
can use the Air Ducts for movement. The
		
Specimen player may also spend 3 APs this
		round.
17. 2 C N “Oh my God! It’s right next to
		you!”
		
All Crew COMBAT rolls during this round
		
receive a -2 drm.
18. 3 E N New Damage Detected
		
Roll on New Damage chart. Place a LIGHT
		
DAMAGE marker on indicated Section. If
		
already Light Damage, flip the marker to
		
its Heavy side. If already Heavy Damage
		then re-roll.
19. 3 E N New Damage Detected
		
Roll on New Damage chart. Place a LIGHT
		
DAMAGE marker on indicated Section. If
		
already Light Damage, flip the marker to
		
its Heavy side. If already Heavy Damage
		then re-roll.
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20. 4 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

“He could be infected. We’ve
got to quarantine him.”
The Specimen player moves one Crew 		
member to the Infirmary. Roll 2d6; the
Crew member must stay there for that		
number of Crew rounds. No other Crew
members may enter the Infirmary
during this quarantine period.

21. 2 E Y
		
		
		
		
		

Burial in Space
All Crew members are immediately moved
to the Bridge. Crew player must randomly
discard one card from his/her hand.
May only be played as en Event after first
Crew death but before second Crew death.

22. 2 E Y “Micro photo-sonaric
		
impulses, my ass!”
		
One tracker malfunctions. Specimen player
		
removes one TRACKER marker
		permanently.

27. 4 E Y
		
		
		
		

“I don’t trust him!”
Cancels or prevents play of Crew Event “We
split into two teams.” Allows play of
Specimen Event “Found Secret Orders”
on a subsequient Turn.

28. 3 E N “What happened to the
		lights?”
		
The lighting circuits for an entire deck have
		
blown. Specimen player chooses a Deck
		
and places the LIGHTS OUT marker on that
		
deck as a reminder. The Specimen may
		
now hide in all Sections of this Deck and all
		
Crew SEARCH rolls on this deck have a
		
+1drm until repaired in the End Phase.
29. 3 E Y
		
		

Out of the Shadows
The Specimen may move to any Section of
the Ship and conduct an attack.

30. 2 C Y
		
		
		

“I could have sworn I hit it!”
Cancel one Crew attack. No combat takes
place and the Specimen player rolls on the
Post Combat Movement chart as normal.

31. 3 E N
		
		
		

Unable to Elaborate.
Insufficient Data.
Cancels bonus Crew Strategy Card for
activating the computer this turn.

32. 2 E Y
		
25. 2 E N “Nothing yet. Lots of numbers 		
		to crunch.”
		
		
Cancels effect of Crew event “Franklin,
		
have you and SISTER found out anything
33. 3 E N
		
useful?” if played on the same turn.
		
		
26. 4 E N “You don’t understand. This
		
		
organism is strong and smart 		
		
and it wants to kill us.”
		
The Specimen’s card hand size is increased
		
by one for the next Turn.

Flamethrower Out of Fuel
One flamethrower has run out of fuel.
Specimen player removes one
FLAMETHROWER marker permanently.

23. 4 E Y “It’s getting bigger. It’s as
		
least as big as a man now.”
		
Advance the SPECIMEN LIFE CYCLE marker
		
one box to the right of the Specimen Life
		Cycly Track.
24. 4 C N
		
		

Panic!
Specimen attack only. All Crew members in
combat have a +1 drm to their PANIC roll.
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“No offense, but your
leadership skills suck!”
Crew Hand size is reduced by one for the
next Draw Card Phase. May only be played
during Specimen Action Rounds 1-3.
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34. 4 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Loss of Pressure
Specimen player rolls to determine a 		
random Section or discards one card from
his/her hand to choose a Section. Any Crew
members currently in this Section not
wearing EVA Suits must leave during the
next Crew Action round or they will
automatically die. Remove marker during
during next end phase.

35. 3 F Y Specimen Heals
		
Move the SPECIMEN WOUND marker one
		
box to the left on the Specimen Wound
		track.
36. 2 C Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

“That thing just took him.”
No combat takes place. The Specimen
Player removes the lowest ranking Crew
member in the combat. This Crew member
is automatically killed. The Specimen
player rolls on the Post Combat Movement
chart as normal.

37. 4 E Y “We can’t leave without
		Squeaky!”
		
Play any turn after Specimen Event
		
“Mascot loose.” Specimen Player places
		
MASCOT marker in any undamaged
		
Section on the Ship map. One Crew
		
member must move into that Section by 		
		
themselves and stay there for one Action
		
Round to collect the monkey. Squeaky will
		
no longer be detected by the tracker. 		
		
Remove the MASCOT marker from
		the game.
38. 4 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

Found Secret Orders
Play any Turn after Specimen event “I
don’t trust him!” Allows play of Specimen
Event “Corporate Spy!” on any
following turn. Specimen player secretly
chooses one of the surviving Crew
members to be the Spy.

39. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

Stowaway
The Specimen has gotten into a Section 		
without being detected. Place the
Specimen on any Section on the Specimen
Map. Until it moves, the Specimen is
hidden, regardless of location. Normal
Search and Tracker rules will apply.

40. 4 E Y Corporate Spy!
		
Play any turn after Specimen Event “Found
		
Secret Orders” has been played. One of 		
		
the Crew is a spy, secretly placed on board
		
by a competing conglomerate to steal
		
Dr. Viktor’s data. The Specimen player now
		
controls previously nominated Crew
		
member. It costs one Specimen AP to 		
		
activate the Spy for movement. See
		rule 15.5.
41. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		

Specimen Evolution
Roll 1d6 and consult the Specimen
Evolution chart. Advance the SPECIMEN LIFE
CYCLE marker one box to the right on the
Specimen Life Cycle Track if successful.

42. 3 E Y
		
		
		
		
		
		

The Specimen Retreats to the
Bowels of the Ship
The Specimen moves to the Bowels of the
Ship. It may never spend more than two 		
consecutive Rounds in the Bowels of the
Ship. May only be played as an event while
the Specimen is Stage I and II.

43. 2 E Y Pistol out of Ammo
		
One pistol has run out of ammunition.
		
Specimen player removes one PISTOL
		marker permanently.
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44. 3. E Y

45. 4 E Y

The Specimen Retreats to the
Bowels of the Ship
The Specimen moves to the Bowels of the
Ship. It may never spend more than two
consecutive Rounds in the Bowels of the
Ship. May only be played as an event while
the Specimen is Stage I and II.

22.0 CHART LIST
All the charts used in the game can be found on the Game
Screen. We’ve listed them all here as well.

Coolant Leak
The Hibernation Room is automatically
sealed off at the conclusion of the
next Crew Action Round and remains
sealed for the remainder of the Turn. Any
Crew members currently in this section not
wearing EVA Suits must leave during the
next Crew Action round or they will
automatically die.

END PHASE

A. Reveal Specimen Caused Damage
B. Mascot Movement
C. Increased Damage
D. Spreading Damage
E. Goo/EMP Check
F. Monitor/Light Repair
G. End of Game Check
H. Specimen Evolution
I. Draw Card Phase
© 2013 Toxic Bag Productions, Inc.
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COMBAT PHASE
A. Designate a Target
B. Play Combat Cards/Hidden Attributes
C. Determine Die Roll Modifiers (drm)
D. Roll the Dice
E. Determine the Winner
F. Take Losses
G. Continue Combat
H. Post-Combat Movement

REPAIR PROCEDURE
Roll 2d6 and Add/Subtract any Repair Modifiers
in effect as a result of Events, Crew Cards, and Equipment. Consult the Repair Table for Results.
ROLL

RESULT

2-5

SUCCESS! - Flip/Remove Marker

6-9

FAILURE!

10 - 12

FAILURE! - Flip Marker to Heavy Side

Apply all results immediately.

SEARCH PROCEDURE

CREW COMBAT MODIFIERS

Roll ONE die for each Crew Member in the
Combat Plus:
? Bonus Combat Die
+1drm for More Than One Crew Member in The Combat

+? Combat Card Modifiers
+? Weapon Modifiers

Roll 2d6 and Add/Subtract any Search Modifiers
in effect as a result of Events, Crew Cards, Equipment, Section,
and Attributes. Consult the Repair Table for Results.

ROLL

RESULT

2-4

SUCCESS!

5 - 12

FAILURE!

If Successful, The Specimen MUST reveal the following information:
A. Is the Specimen in this Room Section?
B. Is the Specimen Lair here?
C. Is the Mascot here (if currently in play?)

+? Event Modifiers

WITHDRAWING FROM COMBAT
If the Defender wants to withdraw from Combat,
he rolls 1d6 and consults the Withdraw Table.
ROLL

RESULT

1-2

SUCCESS! - Defender Withdraws

3-6

FAILURE! - Combat Continues

The Specimen always receives a -1drm.
The Specimen receives a -1drm if in a Room
Section with an Airduct and Specimen Attribute
#19 COLLAPSIBLE SPINE has been chosen.

TRACKER PROCEDURE
Roll 1d6 and consult the Tracker Table. Tracking Units can
only detect motion on the DECK that they are currently on. If
Specimen Event #14 ‘Mascot Loose’ has been played, and the
Mascot is on the same Deck as the Tracking Unit being used,
the Tracker will detect the Mascot as well as the Specimen.

ROLL

RESULT

1

SUCCESS! - Room Section

2-3

Sucess! - Motion Detected only

4-6

Failure!

-1drm if any participating Crew member has a flamethrower
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NEW DAMAGE

SPECIMEN ACTION POINT COSTS

Move From Bowels of the Ship to Room Section †
Move From One Section to Another on Same Deck
Air Duct Movement ††
Use Access Ladder to Move Between Decks
Excrete Goo *†
Attempt to Damage a Room Section
Attack the Crew
Build the LAIR **
Emit EMP ¥

1 Point
1 Point
1 Point
2 Points
2 Points
2 Points
3 Points
3 Points
3 Points

ROLL
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

† Not available after Specimen evolves to Stage III unless Specimen Attribute #19
COLLAPSIBLE SPINE chosen
†† Requires Specimen Attribute #19 COLLAPSIBLE SPINE
* Requires Specimen Attribute #9 GOO
** Requires Specimen Attribute #11
¥ Requires Specimen Attribute #13 WALKING EMP

PANIC
When the Specimen attacks, consult the Panic Table before any
Combat rolls are made to see if a Panic roll is required. Roll 1D6
for each Crew Member in the Combat.

# DEAD CREW

ROLL REQUIRED

0-2

NONE

3

ROLL

4

ROLL +1drm

5

ROLL +2drm

6

ROLL +3drm

-1drm if an Officer (Rank 1-3) is present

SPECIMEN POST COMBAT
MOVEMENT
If the Specimen withdraws from combat, has killed
all the Crew members in the combat or the Crew
has withdrawn, roll 1d6 and consult the SPECIMEN
POST COMBAT MOVEMENT TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

1

3 ACTION POINTS

2

2 ACTION POINTS

3-6

1 ACTION POINT

RESULT
Bridge
Airlock
Infirmary
Crew Mess
Crew’s Quarters
Cargo Hold One
Cargo Hold Two
Officer’s Quarters
Engine Room
Escape Pod
Computer Core

SPECIMEN CAUSED DAMAGE
Roll 2d6 and subtract the current Specimen Life
Cycle Stage, and consult the CAUSED DAMAGE
TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

2-5

SUCCESS! - Place/Flip Marker

6 - 12

FAILURE!

SPECIMEN EVOLUTION
The Specimen begins the game at Stage I. The
Specimen Player may attempt to advance to the
next Life Cycle Stage by playing Specimen Events
#12 and #41 and then roll 1d6 and consulting the
Evolution Table.

ROLL

RESULT

1-2

SUCCESS! Advance Marker One Box

3-6

FAILURE!

Only ONE attempt per Game Turn allowed.
NO ATTEMPTS MAY BE MADE on turns where
normal evolution will occur.
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MONITOR/LIGHT REPAIR
During the End Phase, the ship may automatically repair downed
monitors and blown light circuits. Roll 1d6 for each situation and
consult the Monitor/Light Repair Table for Results.

ROLL

RESULT

1-3

SUCCESS! Remove Markers

4-6

FAILURE!

INCREASED DAMAGE
During the END PHASE, the Specimen Player rolls 1d6
for each Section that has a Light Damage marker
currently in it, and consults the
INCREASED DAMAGE TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

1-5

The Damage does NOT increase

6

SUCCESS! Flip the marker to its
Heavy side

Apply all results immediately.

BREATHABLE AIR TABLE
If Crew Event #45 ‘Closing the Vents’ is played, roll 1d6 and
consult the Breathable Air Table. Place the Supplies Exhausted
Marker on the resulting Turn Box. The game now ends at the
conclusion of the End Phase of the indicated turn.

ROLL

RESULT

1

TURN 12

2

TURN 13

3-6

TURN 14

DESTROYING GOO/LAIR
Roll 2d6 and consult the Destroy Goo/Lair Table for Results.

ROLL

RESULT

2-8

FAILURE!

9 - 12

SUCCESS!

+3drm if using a Flamethrower

THE SHIP’S MASCOT
During the END PHASE, roll 1d6 and consult the
MASCOT TABLE. If the result is “Squeaky moves to
any adjacent Section,” move the Mascot counter to an
adjacent Room Section that it can be legally moved to.

ROLL

RESULT

1-2

Squeaky moves to any adjacent
Section

3-6

Squeaky stays where he is

SPREADING DAMAGE
During the END PHASE, the Crew Player picks any
undamaged or Lightly Damaged Section that is
adjacent to a Section that has a Damage marker
currently in it. The Specimen Player rolls 1d6 and
consults the SPREADING DAMAGE TABLE. Repeat for all
Sections of the ship that were damaged at the
beginning of the End Phase.

ROLL

RESULT

1-5

The Damage does NOT spread

6

SUCCESS! Place marker on new
Section

+1drm if starting Section has a Heavy Damage marker
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23.0 CREDITS
Designer:
Steve Baldwin

EMP RECHARGE

Graphics and Layout:
Steve Baldwin
Tomas Bulva
John Eiberger
Joe Griffin
Jill Vanc

If the Specimen has Attribute #13 EMP and the EMP
marker is currently on its CHARGING side, roll 1d6
and consult the EMP RECHARGE TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

1-2

Success! Flip the EMP Marker

3-6

Failure! - Still Recharging

Ship Map design:
John Eiberger

-1drm if FAILURE occured last turn.

Proofreader:
Joe Griffin

GOO CHECK
If the Specimen has Attribute #9 EXCRETE GOO, The
Specimen Player rolls 1d6 for each GOO marker currently in play and consults the GOO CHECK TABLE.

ROLL

RESULT

1-3

The GOO marker remains

4-6

The GOO marker is removed

Chimp Photograph Courtesy of Aaron Logan
Playtesters/Rules Lawyers:
Jodi Brown, Joe Griffin, Alan Vuchichevich, Kevin
MacGregor, Shari MacGregor, Tim Griffin, Josh Zagoren,
Ele Matelan, Eric Van Tassell, Katie Van Tassell, Amy
Hopkins, Bryan Campbell, Alex Hunt, Jonathon Hagedorn,
Janet Paliatka, Lonnie Harris, Kate Drefke, John Becker,
Richard Nava, Sophia Pietrkowski, John Eiberger, Peter Van
Kempen

CREW LIST
CREW MEMBER

RANK

SEARCH/REPAIR PANIC

Tyler

Captain (1)

2/0

5

Gibson

First Officer (2)

1/1

4

Palance

Second Officer (3)

2/1

4

Franklin

Science Officer (4)

1/1

4

Whitaker

Navigator (5)

0/0

3

Douglas

Chief Engineer (6)

2/2

4

Booth

Second Engineer (7)

1/2

3

Costume Designer:
Brenda McCann Winstead
Additional Costumers:
Helmets by John Eiberger
Silkscreen equipment provided by Jean Latz Griffin
Photographer:
Jill Vanc
Behind the Scenes Photographer:
Jodi Brown
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Production Assistant:
Phil Freeman
Scenic Design/Backgrounds:
John Eiberger
Props Design:
Steve Baldwin
Joe Griffin
Props Construction:
Steve Baldwin
Keith Baldwin
Conventions Demo Team:
Jodi Brown
Kevin MacGregor, Shari MacGregor
Special Thanks:
Lys Galati
Lois Matelan
Peter Schafer
All of the folks who pledged on Kickstarter

Questions?
If you have any questions about the rules or game play,
we’ll be happy to answer them. Please send an email to:
specimen@toxicbag.com

Super Special Thanks to all the folks who played the game
at all of those conventions we went to!

For Specimen information and product updates, please
visit toxicbag.com and specimengame.wordpress.com.

CAST:
Tyler: Steve Baldwin
Gibson: Leena Kurishingal
Palance: Eric Neal
Franklin: Eric Van Tassell
Whitaker: Ele Matelan
Douglas: Carly Gielarowski
Booth: Alan Vuchichevich
Dr. Viktor: Regan Davis
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